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Summary

Candida auris is a recently emerging fungal pathogen, characterized by its ability to develop multi-
drug resistance (MDR) and rapidly spread in healthcare settings. As the slow and challenging
search for novel antifungals is not able to keep up with the emergence and spread of MDR
pathogenic fungi such as C. auris, the design of strategies with clinically approved drugs that
reduce resistance acquisition, is vital. In this project, we explore the concept of preventing or
reducing resistance development via collateral sensitivity (CS) based drug cycling schemes.

CS is a trade-off mechanism, which has previously been observed in tumors and bacteria, that
arises when resistance mutations are acquired. Accordingly, resistant strains for one drug exhibit
an increased sensitivity towards another drug. This phenomenon was explored in fungi by
evolving resistance in C. auris strains in high-throughput in vitro experimental evolution against
nine antifungal drugs and two repurposed drugs (nitroxoline, chlorhexidine). We observed that
survival in experimental evolution was linked to the fungicidal or fungistatic nature of the drugs
and resistance development was only dose-dependent for 5-FC. Next, the susceptibility of the
resistant strains was mapped to ten antifungal drugs and nine repurposed drugs. CS was most
pronounced in caspofungin (CAS) resistant strains to posaconazole (POS), and amphotericin B
(AMB) resistant strains to CAS, ciclopirox (CPX), nitroxoline (NIT), and geldanamycin (GEL).
Additionally, cross-resistance (XR) was observed, which is the acquisition of resistance to more
than one drug simultaneously. XR from micafungin (MCA), anidulafungin (ANF), 5-flucytosine
(5-FC), and AMB resistant strains towards azoles was most outspoken.

The CS drug pairs were used in drug cycling evolution experiments in four different dose
combinations. While in monotherapy evolution, 50-100% of the tested isolates acquired resistance
based on MIC50 changes, no resistance development was observed in cycling therapy, which
demonstrates the valuable potential of drug cycling to prevent resistance development.

To investigate the genetic determinants of resistance development and their link to evolutionary
dynamics such as CS and XR, we performed targeted sequencing of genes of interest (GOI) that are
known to be involved in resistance in C. auris. Mutations were found in TAC1b (azole resistance),
HS regions of FKS1 (echinocandin resistance), ERG3 and ERG11 (polyene resistance), and FUR1
(5-FC resistance). Yet, the majority of the resistant strains did not show mutations in known
(GOI) and thus, might harbour novel resistance mechanisms or indicate adaptation through
tolerance. WGS could elucidate novel resistance mechanisms when performed on resistant strains
in which sequencing of GOI delivered no results.
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Samenvatting

De recente opmars van Candida auris, een schimmel die is gekend voor zijn resistentie
tegen meerdere geneesmiddelen en nosocomiale overdracht, vormt een wereldwijd gevaar. De
beperktheid in antischimmelmiddelen en de uitdagende zoektocht naar nieuwe geneesmiddelen
kan het gevaar dat de schimmel vormt alleszins moeilijk afwenden. Daarom is er een grote
behoefte aan nieuwe therapieën die de ontwikkeling van resistentie in C. auris kunnen vermijden
of verminderen. Deze studie richt zich tot het verkennen van collaterale sensitiviteit, een
veelbelovend mechanisme waarmee we antifungale therapieën kunnen optimaliseren.

Collaterale sensitiviteit (CS) toont zich wanneer de verwerving van resistentie tegen een bepaald
geneesmiddel een verhoogde sensitiviteit voor een ander geneesmiddel opwekt. In kruisresistentie
(XR) gebeurt het tegenovergestelde en zal resistentie tegen een bepaald geneesmiddel leiden
tot resistentie tegen een ander geneesmiddel. Deze fenomenen werden al eerder onderzocht in
tumoren en bacteriën, maar nog niet in pathogene schimmels. We onderzochten CS in C. auris
door een stam die gevoelig is aan alle antifungale geneesmiddelen te evolueren tot resistentie via
in vitro experimentele evolutie. Dit werd uitgevoerd voor negen antifungale geneesmiddelen en
twee repurposed geneesmiddelen, die initieel voor andere doeleinden werden geproduceerd, maar
wel een antifungale werking vertonen. We ondervonden dat bepaalde geneesmiddelen leidden
tot uitsterven van sommige populaties in het experiment en resistentie-verwerving enkel in 5-
fluorocytosine (5-FC) afhankelijk was van de dosis van het geneesmiddel. Vervolgens werden CS en
XR in kaart gebracht en CS was het meest uitgesproken in caspofungine (CAS) resistente stammen
tegen posaconazole (POS) en amphotericine B (AMB) resistente stammen tegen CAS, ciclopirox
(CPX), nitroxoline (NIT) en geldanamycine (GEL). Daarnaast constateerden we uitgesproken XR
in micafungine (MCA), anidulafungine (ANF), 5-FC en AMB resistente stammen tegen de azolen.

De geneesmiddelparen die CS vertonen, werden gebruikt in cyclische evolutie experimenten, waarin
de wildtype C. auris stam sequentieel werd behandeld met de twee drugs. In vergelijking met
monotherapie, waarin 50 tot 100% van de geïsoleerde stammen resistentie vertonen op basis van
een verhoogde MIC50 ten opzichte van de wildtype MIC50, ondervonden we geen resistentie-
verwerving in de cyclische therapieën. Dit toont het veelbelovende potentieel van cyclische
therapieën in de strijd tegen resistentie-verwerving in C. auris en mogelijks andere schimmels.

We onderzochten ook de genetische determinanten van resistentie-verwerving in de resistente
stammen om hun evolutionaire dynamiek, zoals CS en XR tegen andere drugs, te verklaren.
Dit werd gedaan aan de hand van het sequeneren van genen die al eerder werden gelinkt aan

vi



resistentie tegen bepaalde antischimmelmiddelen in C. auris. We vonden mutaties in TAC1b
(azolen resistentie), hot spot regio’s in FKS1 (echinocandinen resistentie), ERG3 en ERG11
(polyenen resistentie) en FUR1 (5-FC resistentie). Nochtans heeft de meerderheid van de
resistente stammen geen mutaties in de gesequeneerde genen, wat betekent dat deze stammen
ofwel via andere resistentie mutaties of mechanismen resistentie hebben opgewekt of tolerantie
vertonen in plaats van resistentie. Via gerichte sequenering van andere genen gekend in de
literatuur of via genoomwijde sequenering, kunnen nieuwe mutaties of resistentie mechanismen
ontdekt worden.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Candida auris, surfacing from swamps to hospitals

Candida species are one of the most prominent causes of fungal infections, responsible for both
superficial (skin, mucosa) and systemic (bloodstream) infections in mostly immunocompromised
patients [1, 2]. Candida albicans, an opportunistic commensal [3], is the most predominantly
occurring Candida spp. causing candidiasis, a term commonly used to describe infections caused
by Candida. Subsequently, cases involving Candida glabrata have surged due to its intrinsic and
acquired resistance against azoles, which are the most widely used antifungals [1, 4].

Recently, Candida auris, known for its ability to cause invasive candidiasis, has emerged
progressively. The pathogen is halo- and thermotolerant (37°C - 42°C), commonly multi-drug
resistant (MDR) and does not develop (pseudo)hyphae [5]. It was initially isolated in Japan, 2009
from an ear sample, hence it being dubbed as C. auris, which is derived from the Latin word
for ear, auris [6]. Upon inspection of earlier obtained Candida isolates, bloodstream isolates had
already been recovered from patients in South Korea in 1996 [7], revealing that infection is not
only confined to the ears but C. auris can also cause deadly, invasive, and nosocomial bloodstream
infections [8]. At the phylogenetic level, it closely resembles C. haemulonii, C. pseudohaemulonii
andC. duobushaemulonii [6], as depicted in Figure 1. These belong to the Saccharomycetales order
in the Clavispora clade of the Metschnikowiaceae family, notoriously known for its predisposition
for multi-drug resistance [9]. Phenotypically, they are hard to distinguish from each other, thus
the necessity for more accurate identification methods is urgent as C. auris proposes a tremendous
hazard and immediate measures to control this pathogen are crucial [10].
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Figure 1: Phylogenetic tree of Candida spp. Phylogeny was based on the Maximum Likelihood between 1570 core
genes of 1000 replicates from 20 genome assemblies. The database included sequences from C. auris, C. haemulonii
and C. pseudohaemulonii. Average number of changes per site is specified by the branch lengths (Muñoz et al, 2018).

C. auris mostly infects immunocompromised people or patients that carry catheters. Common
risk factors include immunosuppression, diabetes, surgeries, prolonged hospitalization, and recent
exposure to antifungals or antibiotics [3]. Generally, patients experience fever and prolonging
chills, yet various complications can arise based on the site of infection. Wound infections, for
example, are associated with inflammation, redness, discharge of pus, tenderness of the wound,
and fever. Ear infections, on the other hand, are characterized by reduced hearing, ear drainage,
pain in the ear canal, and even permanent hearing loss when left untreated [11]. Furthermore, as
described by Nett (2019), human neutrophils fail to phagocytose C. auris, and in the presence of C.
albicans, neutrophils have a stronger tendency to kill the latter. A plausible explanation is missing,
but the genetic diversity of C. auris might play a role in its evasion of these neutrophils [12].

Several hypotheses regarding the emergence of C. auris have been proposed, such as the extensive
use of antifungal drugs and human-induced environmental changes, the latter of which was
suggested by Casadevall et al. (2019), as depicted in Figure 2. They described C. auris as a
plant saprophyte, commonly found in wetlands, that has developed high salinity- and thermal
tolerance due to global warming. These high ambient temperatures allowed for the selection of
thermotolerant C. auris strains, which would go on to breach the mammalian thermal barrier. The
adapted strains subsequently may have colonized birds, present in these wetlands, which carried
the pathogenic fungus to rural areas [13].
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Figure 2: Casadevall’s hypothesis on the emergence ofC. auris. It was believed thatC. auris derived fromwetlands
and climate change, which supposedly catalyzed the transition ofC. auris to a human pathogen (Casadevall et al., 2019).

1.1.1 Clade differentiation and Geographical Distribution

Whole Genome Sequencing (WGS) studies were performed for C. auris isolates, which were
classified into four geographically distinct clades, as depicted in Figure 3: South Asia (I), East
Asia (II), South Africa (III), and South America (IV) [14, 15]. Whereas, clades I, II, and IV can
cause healthcare outbreaks and invasive infections [16, 17], the East Asian clade seems to only
infect the ears [18].

Figure 3: Clades of C. auris. Phylogenetic tree was created based on Maximum Likelihood of WGS of 304
C. auris genomes and C. auris is clustered into four major clades (clade I, II, III, IV) (Chow et al., 2020).

Studies on the gene sequences have shown that each clade is highly characterized by thousands
of single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). However, within each clade, there’s a low level of
genetic diversity between the isolates, which insinuates that all four clades have possible emerged
concomitantly and independently from each other [14], as depicted in Figure 4 . Recently, the first
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case of C. auris in Iran was reported. It was revealed to be a genetically distinct isolate, which was
proposed by Chow et al. (2019) to represent the fifth clade [19].

Figure 4: Geographical distribution of C. auris clades. The following colors display the different C. auris clades:
clade I (dark grey), clade II (light grey), clade III (black), clade IV (brown) (Chow et al., 2020).

The five geographic clades of C. auris can be distinguished by their distinct genetic makeup. C.
auris has emerged most prevalently on the Asian continent, as at least three clades are present
(clade I, II and V) [19]. After its initial discovery in Japan, the fungal pathogen rapidly spread to
other regions, causing major hospital outbreaks in Pakistan, India, and China [20]. Furthermore,
C. auris had only emerged in 2 African countries thus far in 2018 [20]. The first reported isolate
was revealed to belong to clade IV, yet the South African clade (clade III) is mostly present on
this continent [21]. Previous studies suggested that clade III isolates often exhibit fluconazole
resistance, while resistance against amphotericin B is rare. Meanwhile, in clade IV isolates, the
highest percentage of resistance against echinocandins was recorded, while this rarely occurs in
clade I and III [17].

C. auris has also made its entrance in Europe, North- and South America, and Australia [20]. In
Europe, the ECDC recorded 620 cases between 2013-2017 in six countries: Germany, Norway,
Spain, France, Belgium, and UK [22]. The first EU cases of C. auris candidemia were reported in
Spain (2016), when four patients were hospitalized in the ICU. The strain proved to be affiliated
with clade III [23]. In South-America, clade IV isolates were found in 2013 in a hospital in
Venezuela [24]. Further advances in sequencing have elucidated many C. auris cases in other
South American countries [20]. In the Northern counterpart, the four major clades seem to have
established since 2017, suggesting that almost allC. auris isolates have been introduced in the USA
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[16]. Noteworthy, the first cases of multi-drug resistant C. auris were reported in Canada in 2017
[25] and Central America in 2018 [26]. Meanwhile, in Australia, no cases were reported up until
2018. However, C. auris possibly could have remained undetected [20]. Yet, Heath et al. (2019)
had recorded a case in Australia regarding a 65-year-old male who had undergone ICU treatments
in Kenya. The isolates were revealed to be related to clade III [27].

1.2 New superbug on the block

Three major concerns are associated with the recently emerging superbug C. auris:
misidentification, nosocomial transmission, and multi-drug resistance.

1.2.1 Misidentification

C. auris is commonly misidentified, allowing the pathogen to go undetected and spread. A
contributing factor is the use of inefficient biochemical and phenotypical assays, such as VITEK-2
and API 20C. These systems have mistakenly identified C. auris as the closely related species
C. haemulonii, C. duobushaemulonii, C. pseudohaemulonii, and C. lusitaniae [3]. Additionally,
identification of Candida at species-level is not common, yet this should be a standard procedure
as C. auris has species-specific characteristics. Furthermore, C. auris commonly exhibits MDR.
[28], thus treating possible C. auris infections thoughtlessly with the wrong antifungal drugs can
aggravate the problem [8].

Through reliable molecular sequencing techniques, such as qPCR/PCR and rDNA sequencing, the
genetic loci of the D1/D2 region of the 26S rDNA and the internal transcribed spacer (ITS) could
be targeted in an effort to differentiate C. auris from other closely related Candida spp. [29]. In
addition, MALDI-TOF MS is widely used as an identification method, yet it’s time-consuming as
it relies on a database of reference spectra to compare the samples. However, some pre-existing
databases lack spectra of C. auris isolates [30, 31].

1.2.2 Nosocomial transmission

In healthcare settings, C. auris is transmittable between patients via direct and indirect contact and
may cause hospital outbreaks. It colonizes patients mostly on the skin and persists in healthcare
environments for weeks after its initial colonization [32]. Similar to other Candida spp. such
as C. glabrata and C. albicans, C. auris is an opportunistic pathogen [3]. However, C. auris acts
completely differently in a hospital setting, compared to otherCandida spp., as it behaves more like
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transmissible multi-drug resistant bacteria, such as carbapenemase-producing Enterobacteriaceae
and Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA). Therefore, precautions are required and similar measures
to control infection have to be taken for C. auris, such as the use of chlorine-based disinfection
and UV-C sterilization [33]. Additionally, chlorhexidine-based solutions seem to be effective for
sterilization of equipment and disinfection of the skin. Common hygiene practices such as washing
and disinfecting hands, isolation of infected patients, room disinfection, and contact precautions are
also necessary to minimize the transmission of C. auris [33].

1.2.3 Multi-drug resistance

C. auris has developed resistance to all three major antifungal drugs, something that rarely occurs
in other Candida spp. Evaluating the epidemiology of resistant C. auris proves to be challenging,
as different studies present varying data regarding resistance emergence. In 2017, Lockhart et al.
reported from a study including 54 isolates that 93% was fluconazole-resistant, 7% was resistant to
echinocandins, and 35% showed reduced susceptibility to amphotericin B. Of these isolates 41%
exhibited resistance to two different drug classes, of which 4% was even resistant to all three [14].
In addition, Chowdhary et al. (2018) collected 350 C. auris isolates over 8 years and found that
90% of the strains were resistant to fluconazole, 2% to echinocandins, and 8% to amphotericin
B. Additionally, they uncovered that 25% of the isolates exhibited MDR to at least 2 classes of
drugs, of which the most predominant combination was an azole and 5-fluorocytosine, followed
by isolates that exhibited concurrent resistance to an azole and amphotericin B [34]. Generally
speaking, resistance toward fluconazole in C. auris seems to be a recurring phenomenon.

1.3 Antifungal drugs

As the risk of invasive fungal infections and drug resistance is increasing, the search for new
antifungal drugs has never been more important as of today. Fungi are eukaryotic by nature, which
makes it more difficult to find compounds that specifically target fungi without affecting the host
[35]. Each antifungal drug class will target specific cellular processes in the fungal pathogen,
resulting in either killing the pathogen (fungicidal) or inhibiting its growth (fungistatic). Cellular
processes that are interesting to target include the biosynthesis of RNA, the formation of the cell
wall, and the function of the cell membrane [36]
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1.3.1 Azoles

Azoles comprise the class of five-membered heterocyclic drugs, which contain two or three nitrogen
atoms in the azole ring. A further distinction can be made for azoles with two nitrogens, which are
classified as imidazoles, or three nitrogens, being triazoles [36].

Azoles specifically target 14α-lanosterol demethylase, the cytochrome P450 enzyme in fungi also
known as Erg11, which is illustrated in Figure 5. This is an essential enzyme in the ergosterol
biosynthesis pathway [36]. Ergosterol is vital for fungi, as it is the main component of fungal
cell membranes and forms lipid rafts with lipids that allow signaling, mating, induction of stress
responses, and nutrient transport [37, 38]. Besides, the presence of ergosterol in its membrane
structures might have contributed to its evolutionary advantage, as ergosterol provides better
protection against lipid peroxidation than cholesterol [39]. On the other hand, human cells remain
unharmed by azoles due to the absence of ergosterol in human membrane structures. By binding
14α-lanosterol demethylase, azoles can efficiently inhibit the demethylation of lanosterol, causing
a decrease in ergosterol levels inside the pathogenic yeast [40, 41]. Additionally, Erg3 and Erg6
mediate the production of a toxic, fungistatic sterol, namely 14α-methylergosta 8-24 (28) dienol,
and therefore stimulate an alternate pathway through which azoles could target fungal pathogens.
[40, 42]. Subsequently, azoles will also inhibit ∆22-desaturation in the last few steps of the
ergosterol biosynthesis pathway [41].

Figure 5: Azoles and their mode of action. Azoles target 14α-lanosterol demethylase, which is encoded by ERG11
in C. auris. This inhibits the production of ergosterol. Furthermore, ERG3 is activated and causes accumulation of a
toxic sterol, which induces membrane stress (Shapiro and Robbins, 2011).

Additionally, azoles, and specifically miconazole, induce the generation of Reactive Oxygen
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Species (ROS) [43]. Accordingly, François et al. (2006) showed that the miconazole-induced
production of ROS inC. albicans is substantial for its antifungal activity [42]. Besides the inhibition
of 14α-lanosterol demethylase, miconazole is also able to inhibit catalase and peroxidase, both
of which break down hydrogen peroxide and peroxide radicals. As these enzymes are unable to
perform their function, ROS levels in the cell will increase. Therefore, miconazole might display
fungicidal effects [43].

1.3.2 Echinocandins

Echinocandins represent the class of cyclic hexalipopeptides [43]. These drugs are the
recommended first-line treatment for invasive Candida infections [44, 45].

Echinocandins target the β -(1,3)-D-glucan synthesis in yeast, resulting in the inability to produce
β -(1,3)-D-glucan in the cell wall, which leads to osmotic instability and eventually cell death [46].
This phenomenon, depicted in Figure 6, is achieved through the inhibition of β -(1,3)-D-glucan
synthase. The enzyme constitutes a protein complex with Fks1, Fks2, and Fks3, respectively
encoded by FKS1, FKS2, FKS3, and Rho1, which is the regulatory subunit [47]. It utilizes Uridine
Diphosphate Glucose (UDP-glucose) to form β -(1,3)-D-glucan, which is an essential component
of the fungal cell wall [36]. Therefore, targeting this molecule is ideal, as mammalian cells lack
a fungal cell wall. Furthermore, lipopeptides are biosurfactants and therefore, absorption of these
will change the properties of the fungal cell surface, such as hydrophobicity. The latter is related
to adhesion- and other pathogenic processes [48].

Figure 6: Mode of action of echinocandins. Echinocandins target β -(1,3)-D-glucan synthase, which is encoded by
FKS1 in C. auris, as non-competitive inhibitors. This causes a reduced cell wall integrity and increased cell wall stress,
as β -(1,3)-D-glucan is an important component of the cell wall (Shapiro and Robbins, 2011).
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The three most predominant echinocandins are micafungin, anidulafungin, and caspofungin.
These antimycotics are derived from fungi, such as Coleophoma empedri, Glarea lozoyenisi and
Aspergillus nidulans respectively [48]. However, the antifungal activity of this drug class differs
significantly between C. auris and the other Candida spp. In C. auris, echinocandins behave
fungistatically in concentrations at which they are fungicidal to other Candida spp. [46, 49,
50]. A study performed by Kovács et al. (2021). showed that C. auris could form aggregates
in the presence of low concentrations of echinocandins that are not easily disrupted physically
[49]. Additionally, higher echinocandin concentrations could stimulate the synthesis of chitin.
The higher chitin content in the cell wall provides extra stabilization and reduces the impact of
echinocandins [51].

1.3.3 Polyenes

Polyenes were one of the first antimycotics to hit the market and have been used ever since due
to their efficiency. The most predominant drugs of this class are amphotericin B, nystatin, and
natamycin, of which amphotericin B has the highest antimycotic activity. These amphiphilic
polyketides were isolated from Streptomyces spp., but are now chemically synthesized. They
display broad-spectrum activities against well-known human fungal pathogens, in particular
Aspergillus, Candida, and Cryptococcus spp. Furthermore, polyenes generally have a hydrophobic
polyene tail and a hydrophilic region, containing a mycosamine group and polyol chain [52].

Rather than targeting an enzyme, polyenes bind to ergosterol to disrupt the cell membrane [52].
The most widely studied mechanism is the formation of ion-leaking pores due to the binding with
ergosterol, destroying the proton gradient and inducing osmotic lysis, as depicted in Figure 7a [43,
53]. However, Gray et al. (2012) provided conclusive evidence that pore formation is not necessary
for its fungicidal effect and the sole binding to ergosterol is enough to induce cell death [53].

Besides, other models regarding its antifungal activity have been suggested [54], such as the sterol
sponge model, which is based on surface adsorption [52]. This was proven by Anderson et al.
(2014), who performed NMR studies to determine the interaction between amphotericin B and
ergosterol. Noticeably, they observed the formation of parallel aggregates of amphotericin B at the
membrane level, which served as ”sterol sponges” by absorbing ergosterol from the membrane,
as illustrated in Figure 7b [52, 55]. This would block membrane proteins that bind to ergosterol
to guide several cellular processes that are ergosterol dependent. Considering the formation of
amphotericin B aggregates, they also suggested that the toxicity of amphotericin B towards humans
derives from the extraction of cholesterol by these aggregates [55]. However, the findings of
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Anderson et al. (2014) should be reviewed as the ratio of ergosterol and phospholipids in the
membrane differs significantly between in vitro experiments and the in vivo situation. Additionally,
the amphotericin B aggregates would be saturated with cholesterol, as the concentration of the latter
is higher in mammals and the highly rigid and hydrophilic fungal cell wall would block the passage
of ergosterol, preventing the formation of aggregates [54].

Figure 7: Polyenes and their mode of action. Polyenes perform their antifungal activity by a) binding to ergosterol,
creating drug-lipid complexes that act as ion-leaking pores that can destroy the proton gradient and induce osmotic
lysis. Additionally, studies suggested that polyenes can b) form sterol sponges by sequestering ergosterol, which will
disrupt the cell membrane and result in cell death (Shapiro and Robbins, 2011; Robbins, 2017).

Amphotericin B is considered as the golden standard but exhibits low solubility in water, making
drug absorption rather difficult. Therefore, it is regularly mixed with sodium deoxycholate, which
forms lyophilizable complexes (AmBD). By adding glucose solution, the complexes could be
resuscitated and form a micellular suspension, which could effortlessly be infused intravenously
[43, 52, 56]. Another problem with amphotericin B is the induction of nephrotoxicity in host cells
at high doses [54, 57]. Although amphotericin B is more likely to bind fungal ergosterol than
mammalian cholesterol, cell membrane disruption still occurs in mammalian cells. By modifying
the AmBD complexes into Lipid Formulations of amphotericin B (LFABs) through lipid-based
delivery systems, not only the absorption is improved, but also the toxicity is reduced without
altering its activity [57].

1.3.4 Pyrimidine analogues

5-Fluorocytosine is a fluorinated derivative of cytosine, synthesized in 1957 for its potential anti-
tumor effects [58]. However, it was shown to exhibit efficacy against Candida and Cryptococcus
invasive infections in mice [59], and therefore was used in an attempt to treat fungal infections in
humans [60]. Nevertheless, due to the risk of developing resistance to this drug in monotherapy,
the sole use of 5-fluorocytosine has been avoided. Studies have shown that 5-fluorocytosine in
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combination drug therapies with either amphotericin B (to treat systemic mycoses), azoles, or even
both show increased antifungal activity [61, 62].

The antifungal activity of 5-fluorocytosine can be characterized by two individual pathways,
illustrated in Figure 8. Firstly, the drug is imported by cytosine permease into the fungal cell
wall to be deaminated to 5-fluorouracil (5-FU) by cytosine deaminase [63]. Inside the fungal
cells, 5-FU will exhibit its antifungal activity through two mechanisms [62]. The first mechanism
involves the conversion of 5-FU to 5-fluorouridine triphosphate (5-FUTP), through 5-fluorouridine
monophosphate (FUMP) and 5-fluorouridine diphosphate (FUDP), which is then incorporated
into the RNA rather than uridylic acid. This disturbs the aminoacylation of tRNA and therefore,
blocks protein synthesis [64]. The second mechanism involves the conversion of 5-FU to 5-
fluorodeoxyuridinemonophosphate (FdUMP) [64], which is an inhibitor of thymidylate synthetase,
an essential enzyme for DNA biosynthesis as it produces thymidine [63].

Figure 8: Schematic diagram of the mechanism of action of 5-fluorocytosine. Administration of 5-fluorocytosine
will eventually lead to cell death through two different pathways, causing either inhibition of protein synthesis or DNA
synthesis. Mutations in the genes that transcribe essential enzymes in the pathway (italic capital letters) will evoke
5-fluorocytosine resistance (Kabir and Ahmad, 2013).

1.3.5 Novel drugs in the pipeline

Ibrexafungerp (IBX, formerly SCY-078) is the newest first-in-class antifungal of the triterpenoids
drug class [65]. Produced by SCYNEXIS, it displays promising efficacy against Aspergillus
and Candida [66], including MDR C. auris [67, 68], both in vitro and in vivo [66]. Similar to
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echinocandins, IBX inhibits β -(1,3)-D-glucan synthesis by impeding β -(1,3)-D-glucan synthase, a
characteristic enzyme of lower eukaryotes. Therefore, IBX acts fungal-specific and might exhibit
lower toxicity inmammals [69]. Other characteristics that distinguish IBX are its safety profile, oral
intake, convenient tissue penetration, and improved activity at lower pH levels. The latter makes
IBX suitable for the treatment of vulvovaginal candidiasis (VVC), which is mainly caused by C.
albicans at acidic pH levels (4.5) in the vaginal area [66, 70]. Momentarily, IBX is in the third phase
of its clinical trials [71] but has already hit the market for VVC [72]. Its antifungal activity against
C. auris has been studied in vivo in mice. A reduced kidney fungal burden and stable antifungal
activity were observed, with MICs ranging between 0.25 - 2µg/mL. These findings imply that IBX
would be a promising drug to treat C. auris once it hits the market [73].

Another novel antimycotic that is currently in Phase 2 clinical trials is Appili’sATI-2307 [74]. The
arylamidine exhibits broad spectrum antimycotic activity against MDR Candida, Cryptococcus,
and Aspergillus, both in vivo and in vitro. It presents an MIC range against Candida spp. between
0.00025 to 0.0078 µg/mL, revealing its potential in the treatment of C. auris [74, 75]. ATI-2307
selectively inhibits complexes III and IV of the mitochondrial respiratory chain. This unique mode
of action allows for resilience towards developing already existing resistance mechanisms [76, 77].
Once it hits the market, it could potentially be an efficient injectable drug to treat cryptococcosis,
candidiasis, and aspergillosis [75, 76].

Fosmanogepix (FMGX) is another first-in-class, broad-spectrum antifungal, currently in its
second phase of clinical trials [78]. It’s an N-phosphonooxymethyl prodrug, under the ownership
of Pfizer, which can be used for treating Aspergillus, Candida, and other rare molds. It has an
unique mode of action, as it is administered as a prodrug, which is then rapidly metabolized to the
active drug compound manogepix (MGX) by host phosphatases [79]. MGX inhibits the fungal
enzyme Gwt1 in the glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI)-anchor biosynthesis. Gwt1 is an essential
inositol acyltransferase, responsible for anchoring mannoproteins to the cell wall and membrane
of fungi. Through GPI-anchored mannoproteins, fungi can adhere to both mucosal and epithelial
surfaces inside the host [80]. Due to this newfound mechanism, FMGX exhibits a high efficacy
towards drug-resistant strains, such as echinocandin-resistant Candida [81]. Additionally, PIGW,
the mammalian ortholog of Gwt1, is insensitive to MGX, as FMGX only targets fungal inositol
acetylation, further revealing its appeal in treatment schemes as it is mostly safe for humans [82].
FMGX can be administered orally, as well as intravenously, providing another benefit for patients
[78].
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1.3.6 Repurposed drugs

Drug repurposing is a promising strategy to uncover new applications of existing drugs that
have already been approved. Through this process, various drugs have been found that exhibit
antifungal activity against C. auris [83]. De Oliveira et al. (2019) found 27 active compounds
from the Prestwick Chemical library, coming from various therapeutic classes. Of those, ten
were used in broth microdilution assays (BDA), described by EUCAST, to determine growth
inhibiting activity against C. auris. Seven compounds exhibited antifungal activity in vitro,
namely ciclopirox ethanolamine, ebselen, suloctidil, tamoxifen citrate, thiethylperazine dimalate,
trifluoperazine dihydrochloride, and pyrvinium pamoate, of which ebselen was the most active
compound [84]. Additionally, they screened the Pathogen Box® chemical library of the Medicines
forMalaria Venture for active compounds againstC. auris. FromCLSI-based BDA, iodoquinol and
miltefosine emerged as the two most inhibitory compounds [85]. Another study performed byWall
et al. (2018) delivered similar results. Using CLSI-based methodologies and C. auris 0390 strain,
which is intrinsically resistant to fluconazole and amphotericin B, and exhibits reduced sensitivity
to echinocandins, 27 compounds were found to impede growth by 70%. Antifungal activities of
some of these were previously already determined, and similar to de Oliveira et al. (2019), ebselen
emerged as the drug with the most inhibitory activity, as it eliminated growth [86]. Additionally,
alexidine dihydrochloride was found to exhibit activity against C. auris as well [83].

1.4 Antifungal (multi-)drug resistance

Repeated use or long-term therapy with antifungal drugs inevitably stimulates the development
of resistance mechanisms. This refers to the ability of fungal cells to exhibit growth at higher
drug concentrations than the Minimal Inhibitory Concentration (MIC). Nevertheless, antifungal
resistance poses a serious threat to humanity due to the limited availability of drugs. Therefore,
expanding our knowledge of these resistance mechanisms is of high importance. A summary of
the resistance mechanisms to the three major antifungal classes is depicted in Figure 9 on page 17.

1.4.1 Molecular mechanisms of Azole resistance

Azole resistance occurs at insufficient intracellular drug concentrations [87]. Lockhart et al. (2019)
suggested that the most prominent azole resistance mechanisms in C. auris are (1) overexpression
of drug efflux pump genes (2) target alteration, and (3) overexpression of ERG11 [88].
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Decrease in intracellular drug concentration
Two independent drug efflux systemswere identified: the ATP-binding cassette (ABC) superfamily
and the major facilitator superfamily (MFS) [89]. The ABC transporter complex functions through
ATP hydrolysis, which releases energy for transport across the membrane. ABC proteins are
encoded by CDR (candida drug resistance) genes [87, 89]. Accordingly, CDR1 and CDR2 encode
ABC transporters in C. albicans and homologs of these were found in C. auris. The expression of
these genes is enhanced by Tac1 (transcriptional activator of CDR genes) through the binding of
DRE (drug response element) in the promotor region of CDR1 and CDR2 [90]. Correspondingly,
an ortholog of TAC1 was found to confer azole resistance in C. auris, namely TAC1b [91]. Several
gain-of-function (GOF) mutations have been annotated in TAC1b that cause constitutive expression
of CDR1 and CDR2 and thus an increased drug efflux: F214L, S611P [92], and A640V, R495G,
F214S [91]. MFS transporters, on the other hand, use the proton gradient generated across the
membrane to power transport [41, 89]. In C. albicans, overexpression of MDR1 (multidrug
resistance 1) appears to confer azole resistance [41, 87, 89]. Rybak et al. (2019) determined
induced expression ofMDR1 in fluconazole-resistant C. auris strains, yet deletion of the gene had
only little effect on azole sensitivity [93]. However, in combination with CDR1 GOF mutations,
azole resistance increased by 64 to 128-fold [93, 94].

Target alteration and ERG11 overexpression
Azoles target 14α-lanosterol demethylase, which is encoded by ERG11. Therefore, mutations in
ERG11 can alter its protein structure, resulting in a reduced affinity to azoles and thus resistance
[87]. In C. auris, amino acid substitutions in Erg11 such as F126L, Y132F, and K143R, were
found to confer azole resistance [14, 34, 95, 96]. Additionally, upregulation of ERG11 was also
found to cause increased azole resistance. This was studied by Flowers et al. (2012), who observed
a 2-fold overexpression of ERG11 in fluconazole-resistant C. auris isolates. They revealed that
overexpression of UPC2, which encodes a Zn-cluster transcriptional regulator, was the cause of
the increased ERG11 mRNA levels [97].

Other azole resistance mechanisms
Aneuploidy of the left arm of chromosome 5 can result in the formation of an isochromosome,
in which TAC1b and other genes associated with azole resistance, such as NCP1 and ERG9, are
duplicated. This is induced by azole exposure and consequently, the copy number of these genes
increases, causing an increase in azole resistance [14, 98, 99].
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1.4.2 Molecular Mechanisms of Echinocandin Resistance

Although resistance against echinocandins in Candida spp. occurs less often, C. auris strains
that exhibit a reduced sensitivity to echinocandins have emerged [14, 100, 101]. Echinocandin
resistance is mostly conferred by mutations in FKS1 and/or FKS2, which encode for the catalytic
subunit of the β -(1,3)-D-glucan synthase [47].

Genomic alterations in FKS genes
Mutations in FKS1 are the main source of echinocandin resistance in C. auris, as they cause
conformational changes in β -(1,3)-D-glucan synthase. This results in a reduced affinity between
the target and the drug. A significant phenomenon in C. albicans is the reduced fitness due to
the impeded glucan biosynthesis. Amino acid substitutions occur most often in three conserved,
species-specific ”hot spot” (HS) regions of the FKS1 gene, named HS1, HS2, and HS3 [45, 102,
103]. For C. auris, HS1 includes amino acids 635-648, H2 1351-1354, and HS3 contains aa
686-696 [99]. Lockhart et al. (2019) discovered two mutations in C. auris, S639P and S639F
[88], which were later confirmed in mouse models and provided further evidence for echinocandin
resistance in C. auris [104]. In other Candida spp., different substitutions were found, such as
F625S and S629P in C. glabrata [105], and F641S, S645P, and S645Y in C. albicans [106], which
were all linked to echinocandin resistance.

Alteration of chitin synthesis
Walker et al. (2008) observed an increased chitin content in the cell wall of C. albicans at low
levels of echinocandins. This was induced by chitin synthases Chs2 and Chs8 and simultaneously
impeded the impact of echinocandins on the cells, ultimately reducing sensitivity to these drugs
[107]. Consequently, this was also observed in C. auris, but coordinated by Chs1 instead [108].
Furthermore, an increase in chitin was associated with FKS1mutations as well [107, 108], as higher
chitin contents, resulting in a thicker cell wall, were observed in homozygous fks1 C. albicans
mutants. Additionally, they exhibited attenuated virulence, which was inversely related to the
chitin content. These findings provide evidence that the echinocandin-resistant fks1 mutants are
evolutionary at a disadvantage in the absence of echinocandins [109]. Additionally, chitin levels
are regulated by PKC, Ca+2 calcineurin and HOG pathways [110] in both C. albicans and C. auris
[111]. Remarkably, chitin synthesis inhibitors act synergistically with echinocandins to reduce the
Eagle effect, which is mostly present in caspofungin. This refers to the growth of echinocandin
susceptible strains at MIC exceeding drug concentrations [112].
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1.4.3 Molecular Mechanisms of Polyene Resistance

Acquired resistance to amphotericin B, either by prophylaxis or extensive therapeutic use, occurs
very rarely in Candida [52, 113]. In C. auris, resistance occurs in 30% of the clinical isolates [14].
Possible hypotheses for this infrequent occurrence could be that (1) amphotericin B targets the
important membrane component ergosterol rather than an essential enzyme [52], and (2) resistance
is often associated with a reduced fitness cost [113]. Accordingly, resistance can be conferred by
changes in the sterol composition of the cell membrane due to mutations in ergosterol biosynthesis
genes [114, 115]. Consequently, less ergosterol is available for binding of amphotericin B, which
confers resistance to this drug [87, 116]. Another mechanism depends on the production of reactive
oxygen species (ROS), which induces oxidative stress [52, 117, 118, 119].

Mutations in ergosterol biosynthesis genes
Mutations in ergosterol biosynthesis genes (ERG) have been found to confer amphotericin B
resistance [99, 120]. Many reports have concluded that loss-of-function (LOF) mutations in ERG
genes, such as ERG1, ERG2, ERG3, ERG4, ERG6, and ERG11 can cause a reduction of ergosterol
in the membrane or an exchange for other sterols, e.g. lanosterol, in the cell membrane [47, 113,
115]. Furthermore, mutations in a homolog of FLO8 have been discovered in amphotericin B
resistant C. auris strains. As Flo8 can induce ERG11 expression, this could provide evidence for a
potential link between FLO8 and amphotericin B resistance.

Reduction of oxidative stress
Polyenes can induce oxidative stress due to the production of ROS, which leads to cell death. This
could be caused by (1) binding of amphotericin B to the membrane [117], (2) auto-oxidation of
amphotericin B which results in free radicals [118], or (3) stress caused by the drug itself [119].
However, reduction of ROS could alleviate oxidative stress, preventing cell death. This was studied
by Blum (2007), who observed high levels of catalase in intrinsically amphotericin B resistant A.
terreus. Catalases can alleviate oxidative stress by decomposing hydrogen peroxide in the cells,
preventing cell death [52, 121, 122]. This detoxification mechanism has not been studied yet in
C. auris. However, this was observed in C. albicans, in which signaling pathways were activated
that stimulate adaptive mechanisms that will detoxify oxidative stress and repair the damage [123].
The process is mediated by Cap1 (AP-1-like transcription factor), which will induce the expression
of catalase CAT1 for detoxification of hydrogen peroxide [123, 124], and TRX1, and TRR1 for
recovery of redox homeostasis [123, 125].
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Figure 9: Summary of the main resistance mechanisms against azoles, echinocandins and polyenes.
Detailed descriptions of the resistance mechanisms were given in the text above. Translucent images and
texts illustrate mechanisms that are irrelevant for the mentioned drug class (adapted from Shapiro and
Robbins, 2011 and Cowen et al., 2015).

1.5 Collateral sensitivity: a trade-off mechanism

Collateral sensitivity (CS) refers to a trade-off mechanism in which resistance mutations will confer
resistance towards one drug and consequently, increase susceptibility to another drug [126]. As a
result, mono-resistant cells for drug A could be eradicated more efficiently when using drug B.
Therefore, through CS, resistance emergence in cells may be avoided when using two drugs that
exhibit reciprocal or one-directional CS [126, 127, 128]. Thus, studies regarding CS mechanisms
in C. auris are of great importance as the threat of the superbug is looming continuously.
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1.5.1 Collateral sensitivity in bacteria

The first occurrence of CS in E. coli dates back to 1952, as Szybalski and Bryson described
hypersensitivity to other antibiotics in chloromycetin-resistant E-coli [129, 130, 131]. Later,
evidence was provided for the use of CS in multi-drug strategies to avoid antibiotic resistance
(ABR) development [128, 132]. Lazar et al. (2013) discovered aCSmechanism in aminoglycoside-
resistantE. coli strains caused bymutations in trkH. trkH encodes an ion transporter that reduces the
proton-motive force (PMF) and thus the uptake of drugs across the inner membrane. Additionally,
these trkH mutations would impede the expulsion of other antibiotics by PMF-dependent efflux
pumps, such as AcrAB efflux pumps, resulting in an increased sensitivity to those antibiotics by
2- to 4-fold. Therefore, CS in these aminoglycoside-resistant strains, which carry trkH mutations,
was believed to be associated with the AcrAB efflux system [132].

Another observed CS mechanism involved the TET genes, which encode proteins that transport
tetracycline out of the cell. By expressing these genes extrachromosomally in gram-negative
bacteria, efflux mechanisms were stimulated and therefore, tetracycline resistance could be
conferred [133]. Additionally, these bacteria exhibited increased susceptibility to aminoglycoside
antibiotics due to the stimulated uptake of these drugs [133, 134]. Merlin et al. (1989) observed
no changes in the membrane potential that could have caused the enhanced uptake and therefore,
suggested that it could either be due to (1) the increased availability of carriers in the membrane or
(2) reducing the lowest membrane potential that is necessary for the uptake [134].

From there onwards, many experts have hypothesized possible ways resistance mechanisms could
confer CS to other drugs: either by (1) an increased uptake/reduced efflux of the drug, (2) enhanced
chemical activity of antibiotics by specialized proteins, (3) alternated regulatory pathways and
cellular processes that increase the toxicity of the drug, or (4) enhanced binding of antibiotics to
targets [130]. Nevertheless, clinical studies of CS have not been performed yet. At first hand,
CS seems very promising as it allows growth inhibition even at low drug concentrations and more
effective killing of resistant strains. However, CS has been evaluated under laboratory conditions,
and consequently, possible clinical effects could be deduced [130]. These studies suggested that the
increase in drug sensitivity was small [128, 132], CS was often not evolutionary conserved [135,
136], the effectiveness of CS could be reduced due to the emergence of escape mutants [137], and
concentrations at which drugs were applied in laboratory conditions were too toxic in the clinic
[130, 136].
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1.5.2 Collateral sensitivity in tumor cells

Chemotherapy is currently the most effective treatment for tumors, yet the occurrence of drug
resistance contributes to 90% of treatment failures [131]. In tumor cells, the acquired MDR can
occur in many ways. By identifying CS agents, MDR can either be prevented through adjuvant
delivery during chemotherapy or re-sensitization by selectively killing the resistant tumor cells in
the heterogenous population [131].

MDR in tumors is prominently caused by overexpression of ABC transporters that function as drug
efflux pumps in the plasma membrane, decreasing the therapeutic concentration of anti-cancer
drugs intracellularly [127, 138]. The most studied transporter is P-glycoprotein (P-gp, ABC1,
MDR1), which has a low chemotherapy response [139]. Many anti-cancer drugs used in the
clinic are substrates of this transporter, such as paclitaxel, doxorubicin, and verapamil [127, 138,
140]. In some tumors, overexpression of P-gp is associated with CS, as some resistant tumor cell
lines exhibit hypersensitivity to drugs that are not lethal to normal tumor cells. Several studies
have demonstrated an increased sensitivity to verapamil in P-gp-expressing cells compared to P-gp
negative cells [141, 142]. In this mechanism, verapamil will stimulate ATPase activity of P-gp1 by
increasing ATP hydrolysis intracellularly through futile cycling. The resistant cells lack the ability
to replenish the ATP supply, and therefore, experience oxidative stress due to the increase in ROS
production, ultimately resulting in apoptosis [131, 138, 143]. Furthermore, cells that overexpress
P-gp were thought to be susceptible to compounds that disturb cellular metabolic pathways, such as
glycolysis [131]. This hypothesis was supported by two findings: (1) 2-deoxy-D-glucose (2DG), an
antimetabolite of glycolysis, could mimic glucose deprivation in P-gp expressing cells, selectively
killing these tumor cells by inducing oxidative stress [144], and (2) inhibitors of the mitochondrial
electron transport chain, including antimycin A and rotenone, could enhance the 2DG-induced
oxidative stress [145]. Furthermore, for some CS compounds, it was proven that they could alter
the biophysical properties of the membrane in P-gp-expressing cells, further contributing to CS.
Pentazocine and verapamil were able to reduce membrane fluidity in tumor cells. However, P-
gp does not directly contribute to the changes in membrane fluidity but can make the cells more
susceptible to these membrane perturbations [131, 146].

1.5.3 Collateral sensitivity treatment re-design: drug cycling

CS can be exploited to prevent the development of MDR. One way to make use of this phenomenon
is drug cycling, which is the scheduled rotation of drugs that exhibit CS towards each other [128,
147, 148], whether this is reciprocal or one-directional [128, 147, 148, 149]. Ideally, these drugs
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have different modes of action so that cells are optimally targeted [147]. The main takeaway of this
treatment strategy is the decrease in resistance emergence as drug exposure is limited and resistant
strains might be eradicated by the drug to which CS is exhibited. During the cycling scheme, one
of the drugs is removed from the treatment temporarily, impeding resistance development towards
that cycled agent. As resistance might be characterized by fitness costs in absence of the drug, the
resistant strains might be outcompeted by the non-resistant strains [128, 147].

CS-based drug cycling can result in two possible outcomes, both assuming reciprocal CS, as
depicted in Figure 10. In scenario a, drug A (here, CAS) is administered and induces resistance.
This scenario assumes that the selection pressure of the drug is not high enough to either eradicate
or evolve all wt strains. Therefore, a wt subpopulation continuously survives throughout the cycle,
even when drug B (AMB) is administered. However, high selection pressure is preferred, so that
only drug A resistant strains survive the drug treatment, allowing eradication of the whole resistant
population as they display CS towards drug B. In scenario b, a high selection pressure of drug
A is assumed, resulting in the survival of only drug A resistant strains. By cycling to drug B,
drug A resistant strains will most likely die, as they exhibit CS towards drug B. Now, only drug B
resistant strains will survive drug B treatment. Afterwards, the initial drug A is applied again until
the emergence of resistant clones has slowly decreased and the complete population is eventually
eradicated.

Figure 10: Hypothetical drug cycling schemes involving two drugs that exhibit CS reciprocally. Drug cycling
could a) select for a wt population when the selection pressure of the drugs is low. Strains with MICwt survive
throughout the cycle, while resistant strains are eradicated due to the presence of CS. In b) a high selection pressure is
assumed and strains either become resistant or die. Consequently, resistant strains are eradicated throughout the cycle
as the drugs exhibit CS.

Imamovic and Sommer (2013) suggested that CS-based drug cycling schemes might be effective
to circumvent drug resistance development in bacteria. They evolved E. coli strains to become
resistant to 23 antibiotics (AB) that are frequently used in the clinic. A network of collateral
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sensitivity (CS) and cross-resistance (XR) was mapped of the resistant strains against different AB
and two-drug combinations which exhibited reciprocal CS were chosen to design cycling schemes.
Aminoglycosides and β -lactams, namely gentamicin (GEN) and cefuroxime (CXM) respectively,
were selected to perform the cycling scheme. They labeled and evolved wt E. coli towards GEN
during an exposure period of 8 days to obtainGEN-resistant strains that exhibited a 32xMICwt. The
CFP-labeled GEN-resistant strains were mixed with YFP-labeled wt cells and exposed to CXM. As
a result, all the CFP-labeled, GEN-resistant cells were killed, leaving the wt cells unharmed. At the
same time, wt cells were also evolved for CXM and treated with GEN, which also resulted in the
total killing of CXM-resistant strains and allowed the wild-type cells to survive. This observation
provided support for the theory that CS-based treatment would not only avoid resistance emergence
but also increase the chances of complete eradication of resistant strains [128].

They also provided a rationale for the use of drug cycling in a clinical setting, in which complete
eradication of the pathogen is favorable. Most often, drug concentrations higher than the MICwt
are used to kill pathogens. In their study, they have determined the efficacy of 16x MICwt
concentrations of GEN or CXM against both wt E. coli strains and resistant strains of either
drug. In both scenarios, the resistant strains were more susceptible to the other drug than the wt, as
they were eradicated quicker during treatment. This outcome suggested that CS in the paradigm
of drug cycling could be used in the clinic, as it provides more effective eradication of resistant
pathogens [128].

CS-based drug cycling in tumors
Drug cycling is also applicable in tumors. However, an important distinction between bacteria
and fungi is that tumors are subjected to highly dynamic clonal evolution [150]. This model,
combined with chromosomal instability which was first observed by Negrini et al. (1998), explains
the heterogeneity in tumors [150, 151]. Tumors consist of subclones, all derived from the same
clone but garnered different mutations throughout tumor progression. Heterogeneity subjects
the subclones to selective pressure, as some have an evolutionary advantage over others [150,
151, 152, 153]. Furthermore, during tumor progression, clonal evolution might present temporal
vulnerabilities [153]. This hypothesis is supported by previous findings in bacteria, which implied
that acquisition of resistance mutations may induce reduced fitness due to cost compensation
[154], In this case, when exposed to drug A, subclones might develop resistance to this drug,
while simultaneously acquiring CS to other drugs. This would allow for a treatment strategy with
higher efficacy but only during a time-limited window during the tumor progression period. This
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phenomenon was termed ”temporal collateral sensitivity” by Zhao et al. (2016) [153].

Zhao et al. (2016) explored the concept of temporal CS in tumor populations by developing a
mathematical model to examine the effects of fitness on clonal evolution. This model verified the
theory and encouraged further screening of cell lines, which were made resistant to BCR-ABL1
inhibitors (dasatinib, bosutinib) in a preclinical Ph+ ALL (acute lymphoblastic leukemia) model
[153]. This model is characterized by its rapid relapse after treatment and selection for BCR-
ABL1 mutations [155]. A single missense mutation was found in ABL1, namely V299L, which
was accompanied by CS against four drugs: crizotinib, cabozantinib, foretinib, and vandetanib.
Through RNA-seq and other analyses (e.g. phenotypic, docking) it was found that the increased
sensitivity was caused by on-target Abl1 inhibition, conferred by the V299L mutation. Eventually,
in vivo experiments were carried out by injecting either wt BCR-ABL1 or the mutant V299L into
syngenic mice. V299L mutant mice exhibited lower tumor burden, reduced spleen size and fitness,
and a higher survival rate upon treatment with either foretinib or vandetanib. Lastly, sequential
drug administration was performed. The initial selection with BCR-ABL1 inhibitors, followed
by non-ABL1 targeting compounds resulted in the preferential evolution towards V299L mutants
with either a reduced or retained CS towards vandetanib. On the contrary, selection with non-
ABL1 targeting compounds first, followed by treatment with dasatinib led to the occurrence of
other dominating resistant subpopulations which outgrew the V299L mutants [153]. Although true
cycling schemes weren’t performed here, the sequential administration of the drugs does imply that
the order in which the drugs were applied, can affect the cells.
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2. Research Objectives

Drug cycling, which involves the sequential administration of drugs, might be a promising
treatment strategy to suppress drug resistance development when these drugs exhibit collateral
sensitivity reciprocally or one-directionally, as shown in tumors and bacteria. Therefore, the main
aim of this project entails the design and validation of drug cycling schemes based on CS, to reduce
resistance development in C. auris.

The first objective includes the determination of survival, resistance emergence, and dose-
dependent resistance trends of antifungal drugs. The percentage of resistant strains, relative
to the percentage of survival, will be evaluated, as well as the level of resistance and the
rate of its development. This data can be obtained by performing high-throughput in vitro
experimental evolution in four different concentrations and screening the experimentally evolved
strains afterwards.

Subsequently, CS and XR will be mapped, which is the second objective. For this, susceptibility
assays will be conducted between drug-resistant strains, using both antifungal- and repurposed
drugs. Different parameters of evolutionary responses such as MIC50 and AUCBDA will be
investigated. By calculating the area under the curve (AUC), the growth of the cells and efficacy
of the drug at each concentration are taken into account when determining either CS or XR.

The third objective involves testing CS drug pairs in cycling therapy with wild type C. auris
strains. Drug pairs will be selected based on one-directional and/or reciprocal CS, in which resistant
strains against one drug will exhibit increased sensitivity towards another drug, one-directionally
or reciprocally.

Additionally, the genomic signature of resistance and CS in C. auris will be investigated by
performing targeted sequencing of genes of interest (GOI). These GOI will be selected based
on prior knowledge of resistance mutations in C. auris and other Candida spp. Mutations in the
experimentally evolved strains in monotherapy will be looked for and their functional effects on
the protein will be predicted. This would further enhance our knowledge on how resistance against
some drugs can be developed in C. auris.
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3. Materials and methods
3.1 Strains and growth conditions

The pan-susceptible C. auris reference strain B8841 (clade I) was used to conduct all experimental
work. Cultures of C. auris were grown at 37°C on Yeast Peptone Dextrose (YPD) agar (2%),
containing 2% glucose, 1% yeast extract and 2% peptone. Overnight cell cultures were prepared in
RPMI-MOPS (2% glucose) and incubated at 37°C in a shaking incubator. MOPS buffered (pH 7)
RPMI 1640 medium was used to conduct broth dilution assays (BDA) and evolution experiments.
Single colony strains were stored at -80°C in RMPI-MOPS medium, with 25% glycerol.

3.2 Antifungal and repurposed drugs

Drugs that were used were depicted in Table 1, their modes of action in Table A1 (Addendum).

Table 1: Selected antifungal and repurposed drugs with their abbreviation, indication, distributor and solvent.

Drug compound Abbr. Indication Distributor Solvent
5-fluorocytosine 5-FC Antifungal (pyrimidine analogue) Sigma DMSO
Alexidine dihydrochloride ALX Antibacterial/Anticancer Sigma DMSO
Anidulafungin ANF Antifungal (echinocandin) Sigma DMSO
Amphotericin B AMB Antifungal (polyene) Sigma DMSO
Caspofungin CAS Antifungal (echinocandin) Sigma MQ
Ciclopirox ethanolamine CPX Antibacterial/Antifungal Selleckchem DMSO
Chlorhexidine CHX Antibacterial Sigma DMSO
5,7-Diiodo-8-hydroxyquinoline DHQ Antiprotozoal Sigma DMSO
Ebselen EBS Anti-inflammatory Sigma DMSO
Fluconazole FLU Antifungal (azole) Sigma MQ
Geldanamycin GEL Anticancer Sigma DMSO
Ketoconazole KTO Antifungal (azole) Sigma DMSO
Micafungin MCA Antifungal (echinocandin) Sigma MQ
Nikkomycin Z NKZ Antifungal Sigma MQ
Nitroxoline NIT Antibacterial Sigma DMSO
Oleylphosphocholine OPC Antiparasitic (anti-leishmanial) Dafra pharma MQ
Posaconazole POS Antifungal (azole) Sigma DMSO
Pyrvinium pamoate salt hydrate PAM Antiparasitic (antihelmintic) Sigma DMSO
Suloctidil SLC Antiplatelet Selleckchem DMSO
Terbinafine hydrochloride TRB Antifungal Sigma DMSO
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3.3 Antifungal drug susceptibility testing

MIC50 values were determined through BDA. Additionally, amphotericin B susceptibility was
determined by ETEST® strips (bioMérieux).

3.3.1 Broth Dilution Assay (BDA)

The BDA protocol was adapted from the reference method suggested by CLSI [156] and used
to determine the MIC50 of drugs. Drug dilutions were prepared ranging from 0.06 µg/mL to 16
µg/mL in a two-fold dilution series (or 0.004% to 1% for CHX and 0.125 µg/mL to 64 µg/mL for
GEL) in maximum 1% DMSO in 96-well microtiter plates with layout depicted in Figure 11.

Figure 11: 96-well plate layout for BDA. The layout allows for 3 conditional repeats, with 2 technical repeats for
each of them. The drug concentrations range from 0.0625-16 µg/mL (except for CHX: 0.004-1 µg/mL, GEL: 0.125-64
µg/mL).

Cell suspensions containing 100-500 cells were added into the wells in a final volume of 200µL.
Plates were incubated at 37°C for 48 hours. Additionally, controls of the cell suspensions were
made by plating out 20 µL on YPD agar and incubating them at 37°C for 48 hours. This was done
to check for contamination and confirm correct cell dilutions (20-100 colony forming units (CFUs)
per 20µL). Growth of the strains in the BDA plates was determined based on spectrophotometric
(OD600) determination using Synergy H1 (BiotekTM). Furthermore, approximately 1µL of culture
in each well was spotted onto YPD agar using a 96-well plate replicator.

3.3.2 ETEST® strips (bioMérieux)

Cell suspensions of 5x106 cells were prepared in PBS 1X. Two different strains could be applied on
round YPD agar plates by using cotton swabs. The ETEST® strip was then placed in the middle of
the plate, touching both cell streaks. After an incubation period of 48 hours at 37°C, the intersection
of the growth inhibition zone indicates the MIC.
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3.4 Determine parameters of evolutionary responses

Relative growth of the evolved strains, based on BDA read-outs, was calculated after 48 hours.
For each drug concentration, the following calculation was performed (1). The numerator and
denominator are each subtracted by 0.04, which accounts for the OD600 of RPMI-MOPS:

Relative growth(%) =
OD600, in drug (0.0625-16 µg/mL)−0.04

OD600, no drug−0.04
∗100 (1)

The minimal drug concentration at which a relative growth of ≤ 50% was recorded, was used as
MIC50 value. MFC99, which is the minimal drug concentration that results in no CFU growth,
was obtained from the BDA spotted YPD plates (see 3.3.1. Broth dilution assay). The resistance
ratio (RR) based on MIC50 was calculated as followed (2) and indicates the level of resistance
development relatively to the wild type. The same is done for MFC99 by performing calculation
(3) and the SR stands for the susceptibility ratio to the drug, relatively to the wt.

MIC50 RR =
MIC50, evolved strain

MIC50, wt
(2)

MFC99 SR =
MFC99, evolved strain

MFC99, wt
(3)

Similarly, the area under the curve (AUC) was determined. This was based on plotting the graph
of the relative growth of an evolved strain after 48 hours in a BDA experiment in PRISM. On the
x-axis, the drug concentration range of 0.0625-16 µg/mL was depicted for each strain and on the y-
axis the relative growth in percentages was illustrated. The RR based on AUCBDA was determined
accordingly (4).

AUCBDA RR =
AUCBDA, evolved strain

AUCBDA, wt
(4)

3.5 In vitro experimental evolution assay

3.5.1 Monotherapy

Wild type strains were evolved in vitro for nine antifungals and two repurposed drugs in a 16-days
long evolution experiment in 1x, 2x, 4x, and 8x MIC50, wt drug concentrations in maximum 1%
DMSO. The evolution assay was performed in 96-well microtiter plates with plate layout presented
in Figure 12a, which allowed for three replicates per drug condition. 5x106 cells were added to each
well in a final volume of 200µL. A plate transfer took place every 48 hours after incubation at 37°C.
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20 µL cell culture was transferred to a new plate with the same layout and drug concentrations.
Consequently, approximately 1µL of culture in each well was spotted onto YPD agar (2% glucose)
to assess survival using a 96-well plate replicator. 75 µL of 75% glycerol was added to the old plate
and stored at -80°C. At the end of the evolution, six strains per condition were taken, as displayed
in Figure 12b, and single colony (SC) isolates were obtained.

Figure 12: a) 96-well microtiter plate layout for monotherapy experimental evolution in vitro and b) selected
strains from monotherapy. Experimental evolution is performed in a 96-well plate, divided into four different
sections, each containing a different drug concentration as displayed in a) from top left to bottom right: 1x, 2x, 4x, and
8x MIC50, wt. After monotherapy, six evolved strains per drug concentration were selected, as displayed in b) in dark
pink, and tested for drug sensitivity in BDA.

3.5.2 Drug cycling

The same steps as in monotherapy were performed for drug cycling. However, cell cultures were
transferred differently. Two different plate layouts (one for each drug used in the cycling scheme),
depicted in Figure 13, were prepared by using two different drug concentrations: low (1x MIC50)
and high (2x MIC50). The concentrations of the drugs of interest are depicted in Table 2. The
experiment follows the schedule depicted in Figure 14, which includes 3 cycling steps (switch of
drug) and four transfer steps (same drug).

Figure 13: 96-well microtiter plate layouts for CS-based drug cycling evolution experiment. (Left) Plate layout
of drug A, which exhibits collateral sensitivity towards drug B and (Right) Plate layout of drug B.
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Table 2: Concentrations of drugs of interest used in cycling schemes. For each drug, 2 different drug concentrations
were used to perform the cycling experiments: a low (1x MIC50) and a high (2x MIC50) concentration.

Drug compound [Low] (µg/mL) [High] (µg/mL)
AMB 1 2
CAS 0.5 1
CPX 1 2
GEL 1 2
NIT 0.5 1
POS 0.25 0.5

Figure 14: a) Drug cycling schedule. Transfers are performed by bringing the strains to a new growth medium
with the same drug (same plate layout). Cycling steps involve a switch of the drug and strains are brought into a
different plate layout. b) Evolution conditions of CS-based drug cycling. Wild type B8441 was eventually evolved
in four different conditions: (from top left to bottom right) low-low, high-high, low-high, high-low of drugs A and B
respectively.

Accordingly, on days 4, 8, and 12, cells were transferred to a plate with a different layout and
thus a different drug, and on days 2, 6, 10, and 14, cells were transferred to a plate with the same
plate layout and thus the same drug. Consequently, all strains were evolved in one drug for 96
hours, before cycling to the other drug. Upon cycling, cultures were pelleted by centrifugation
for 5 min at 14000 rpm, washed in PBS to remove the drug, spun down again, and resuspended in
RPMI-MOPS. Eventually, strains were grown in 4 different growth conditions: low-low, low-high,
high-low, and high-high drug conditions of drugs A and B respectively, as depicted in Figure 14b.
Relative growth was tracked every 48 hours by measuring OD600 using Synergy H1 (BiotekTM)
and resistance development was analyzed by performing BDA on the strains for the drugs they
were cycled for. The same steps as in monotherapy were performed with the old plates afterwards.
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3.6 DNA sequencing

3.6.1 gDNA isolation and ethanol precipitation

Cells were dissolved in 2 mL screw cap tubes containing 400 µL 1x TE buffer (10 mM Tris (pH
1), 1 mM EDTA, 100 mM NaCl, 1% SDS, and 2% Triton X-100), 400 µL PCI (phenol pH 6.7-
chloroform-isoamylalcohol (25:24:1)) and small glass beads for lysis. The tubes were vortexed in
FastPrep®-24 (MP Biomedicals) for 30 seconds twice. Extracts were centrifuged for 10 minutes
at 14000 rpm. DNA was then precipitated by adding 300 µL of the aqueous phase together with
30 µL NaAc 3M (pH 5,2) and 900 µL 100% ethanol in an Eppendorf tube, incubated at -20°C for
20 minutes and centrifuged for 10 minutes at 14000 rpm. The DNA pellet was washed with 500
µL of 70% ethanol and dried at 30-37°C to allow evaporation of the ethanol. The DNA pellet was
dissolved in 50 µL MQ and stored at -20°C.

3.6.2 Selection of genes to be sequenced and primer design

Primers were designed with CLC Main Workbench (QIAGEN) and annealing temperatures (Tm)
of PCR primer pairs were calculated with NEB Tm Calculator [157]. PCR primers annealed to the
upstream and downstream region of the open reading frame (ORF) and amplified the whole region,
whereas sequencing primers targeted 500-1000 bp regions of interest in the ORF. Resistant strains
were sequenced for genes of interest (GOI), in which resistance mutations previously have been
found in C. auris or other Candida spp. These were displayed in Table 3. The primers for the PCR-
and sequencing reactions for each gene were presented in Tables 4 and 5 respectively.

Table 3: Selection of genes to be sequenced in resistant strains. Resistant strains were sequenced for genes that
have been associated with LOF/GOF mutations upon acquisition of resistance in C. auris and/or other Candida spp.

Drug compound ERG3 ERG6 ERG11 FCY1 FCY2 FKS1 FUR1 NCP1 TAC1b
5-FC
AMB
KTO
FLU
POS
ANF
CAS
MCA
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Table 4: PCR primer pairs that were used to amplify the GOI, depicted with their primer sequence.

PCR
Gene Primer name Sequence
ERG3 CauERG3_PCR/Seq1_F GTTTAGAGCTCGTTTTCAG

CauERG3_PCR/Seq2_R TACCATTGAATTTGGCTGC
ERG6 CauERG6_1F CACTTCAACTGTTCCAAC

CauERG6_4R GGTTATCGTGAATGGCAT
ERG11 CauERG11_PCR/Seq1_F TCGCGTAAATACAATGCCC

CauERG11_PCR/Seq2_R TGGTTTGGTGAAGAATTCGG
FKS1 HS1-2 CauFKS_B1120_Seq2.2.F ATTTCAGAAGGAACCTGG

CauFKS1_ASPCR_F TACACTGCTTACAACTCGCCT
CauFKS1_B11220_Seq2_R TTCTTCGCTATCATGCCTTT

FKS1 HS2 CauFKS1_B8441_HS2_F AGCAGATGTTGTCCAGAGAA
CauFKS1_B8441_HS2_RF AGATTGAGAACGGAATACGAGAA

FUR1 CauFUR1_F primer CTCGTAATCTTTCCTCCAGG
CauFUR1_R primer TATGCTGAAAACCCCGATTG

FCY1 FCY1_US_F GAGATCAAGCTGCAAAAAGA
FCY1_DS_R CACCACCTCGTCAACTATA

FCY2 (B9J08_002435) FCY2_2435_US_F CAAATACCCCGAATTGCTA
FCY2_2435_DS_R TCCAGGTCATTGGTTAACA

FCY2 (B9J08_002402) FCY2_2402_US_F CTCAATGGTTGCAAAACTC
FCY2_2402_DS_R TCGGGAGTCTATGATCAAA

NCP1 NCP1_US_F CAAAAACATCGCAGACTCA
NCP1_DS_R CTTTTGCAAGCTCTTCATC

TAC1b CauTAC1b_B11220_Seq4_F GCCTCCTGCGCCTTCC
CauTAC1b_B11220_PCR/Seq1_R AGGTGGCAAAGAAAGTCAACATG
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Table 5: Sequencing primers that were used to amplify the regions of interest in GOI, depicted with their primer
sequence. The PCR products are sent for Sanger sequencing by TubeSeq (Eurofins).

Sequencing
Gene Primer name Sequence
ERG3 CauERG3_PCR/Seq2_R TACCATTGAATTTGGCTGC
ERG6 CauERG6_1F CACTTCAACTGTTCCAAC
ERG11 CauERG11_PCR/Seq1_F TCGCGTAAATACAATGCCC

CauERG11_Seq1_R GACCTCCCATCAAAACACC
CauERG11_Seq2_F AACGAGAGAAGAAAGACCG
CauERG11_PCR/Seq2_R TGGTTTGGTGAAGAATTCGG

FKS1 HS1-3 CauFKS_B1120_Seq2.2.F ATTTCAGAAGGAACCTGG
FKS1 HS2 CauFKS1_B8441_HS2_F AGCAGATGTTGTCCAGAGAA
FUR1 CauFUR1_R primer TATGCTGAAAACCCCGATTG
FCY1 FCY1_seq_F GAGGTGCTGAGTATGTTG
FCY2 (B9J08_002435) FCY2_2435_ORF_F CCATTTTCATTGCCATCATC

FCY2_2435_ORF_R GAAAAAGATACGGTATGCG
FCY2 (B9J08_002402) FCY2_2402_ORF_F CCATGGCAAAGACCTTTA

FCY2_2402_ORF_R CAAGATGCCAAAGAAAATCC
NCP1 NCP1_ORF_F CCGTTCTGATTCCATTTCC

NCP1_ORF_R GACTGTCTGGAAATGGGA
TAC1b CauTAC1b_B11220_Seq4_F GCCTCCTGCGCCTTCC

CauTAC1b_B11220_PCR/Seq3_F CGCTGCTCAAGTCAGGTAAGG
CauTAC1b_B11220_Seq2_F CCATGCCTATCGAGCAGC
CauTAC1b_B11220_Seq1_F GATGAGCAGCGTCAATGA
CauTAC1b_B11220_PCR/Seq1_R AGGTGGCAAAGAAAGTCAACATG
CauTAC1b_B11220_Seq3_R GCACAGTAGCCATGCCTTC

3.6.3 PCR, gel electrophoresis and targeted sequencing

Regions of interest were amplified through PCR by using the Q5® High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase
(New England Biolabs Inc). The annealing temperature (Tm) and amplicon length of each primer
pair are depicted in Table A2 (Addendum). Every PCR reaction contains the following components,
depicted in Table 6. PCR was conducted in a Labcycler Basic thermocycler (Bioké) as followed:
an initial denaturation period of 30 seconds at 98°C, followed by 35 cycles consisting of 3 steps
(98°C for 15 seconds, Tm for 30 seconds, and 72°C for 30 seconds/kb), finishing with a 2 minute
elongation step at 72°C and finally paused at 10°C. The PCR products were stored at 4°C. To
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ensure successful PCR reactions, gel electrophoresis was performed for 25 minutes at 165V.
Agarose 1% gel was made with 0.5X TAE buffer (Tris-acetate-EDTA) and 5µL/100mL SYBR™
Safe DNA Gel Stain (Invitrogen) to visualize the fragments under UV light (Safe Imager 2.0,
Invitrogen). After verifying the presence of adequate PCR products, the PCR products were
sent for Sanger sequencing by TubeSeq (Eurofins) [158], along with their designated sequencing
primers. Sequences were trimmed, aligned, and screened for mutations in CLC Main Workbench
21 (QIAGEN).

Table 6: Components of a PCR reaction. Each PCR reaction contains F- and R-primer, dNTPs, Q5 Reaction buffer,
Q5 polymerase and Milli-Q, in the volumes depicted below.

Component for every reaction (50 µL
DNA template 1 µL
10 mM Forward primer 4 µL
10 mM Reverse primer 4 µL
10 mM dNTPs 5 µL
5x Q5 Reaction buffer 10 µL
Q5 polymerase 0.5 µL
Milli-Q add until 50 µL

3.6.4 Functional analysis of mutations

SNAP2 was used to predict the functional effects of single amino acid substitutions on the
protein. The algorithm is based on “neural network”, a machine learning device that differentiates
neutral and effect variants based on the evolutionary information obtained from multiple sequence
alignment and other features such as solvent accessibility and secondary structure of the protein. A
prediction score, depicted in Figure 15, is assigned to each substitution, ranging from - 100 (strong
neutral) to 100 (strong effect), which gives an estimate of the effect of the specific mutation on the
protein function [159].

Figure 15: Range of prediction score generated by SNAP2. SNAP2 assigns a prediction score, ranging from -100
to 100, to every amino acid substitution in a protein sequence. A score of -100 to -50 stands for a strong neutral
prediction (no drastic effects on protein function) or no effects, -50 < score < 50 stands for a weak effect, while a
score between 50-100 represents a strong effect (drastic effect on protein function).
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4. Results
4.1 Drug susceptibility of C. auris wild type B8441

MIC50 and MFC99 of wild type C. auris for various antifungal and repurposed drugs were
determined by BDA and displayed in Table 7.

Table 7: Information on the selected antifungal and repurposed drugs used in this project.

Antifungal
Drug class Drug compound Abbrv. MIC50(µg/mL) MFC99(µg/mL) Effect
Allylamine Terbinafine hydrochloride TRB 4 >16 Fungistatic
Azole Fluconazole FLU 1 >16 Fungistatic

Itraconazole ITC 4 >16 Fungistatic
Ketoconazole KTO 0.25 >16 Fungistatic
Micoconazole MCO 8 >16 Fungistatic
Posaconazole POS 0.25 16 Fungicidal

Echinocandin Anidulafungin ANF 1 4 Fungicidal
Caspofungin CAS 0.5 >16 Fungistatic
Micafungin MCA 1 4 Fungicidal

Nucleoside peptide Nikkomycin Z NKZ >16 >16 Fungistatic
Polyene Amphotericin B AMB 1 1 Fungicidal
Pyrimidine analogue 5-fluorocytosine 5-FC 0.125 0.5 Fungicidal

Repurposed
Drug class Drug compound Abbrv. MIC50(µg/mL) MFC99(µg/mL) Use
8-hydroxyquinoline 5,7-Diiodo-8-hydroxyquinoline DHQ 0.5 1 Antiprotozoal
Biguanide Alexidine dihydrochloride ALX 1 8 Antimicrobial
Chlorobenzene Chlorhexidine CHX 0.0078(%) 0.03125(%) Antibacterial
Pyridinone Ciclopirox ethanolamine CPX 1 2 Antifungal
Organoselenium Ebselen EBS 2 8 Anti-inflammatory
Benzoquinone Geldanamycin GEL >64 >64 Anti-tumor
Nitroquinoline Nitroxoline NIT 0.5 2 Antibacterial (UTI)
Alkylglycerophosphocholine Oleylphosphocholine OPC 4 8 Anti-leishmanial
Naphthalene Pyrvinium pamoate salt hydrate PYR 4 16 Antihelmintic
Phenylpropane Suloctidil SLC 4 16 Antiplatelet

Within the range of 0.0625-16 µg/mL,wild typeC. auris is susceptible to all of the selected drugs,
except NKZ and GEL. From the antifungals, a fungistatic effect (MFC: >16 µg/mL) is observed
in CAS, FLU, KTO, NKZ, and TRB within that range. 5-FC, AMB, ANF, MCA, and POS exhibit
fungicidal effects within that range. Furthermore, all repurposed drugs, except GEL, are shown
to be fungicidal within this range. ITC and MCO will be left out in further experiments, as C.
auris displays a relatively low susceptibility to these drugs (MIC50: 4 µg/mL in ITC, 8 µg/mL in
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MCO) compared to the other azoles. Additionally, the MIC of AMB is determined by ETEST®

strips (bioMérieux), which was 0.25 µg/mL as displayed in Figure A1 (Addendum). Importantly,
to facilitate calculations of resistance ratios based on MIC50, anMIC50 of an evolved strain that
is >16 µg/mL is interpreted as 32 µg/mL.

4.2 In vitro experimental evolution
4.2.1 Survival dynamics in monotherapy

The percentage and the relative number of surviving populations per drug and drug condition, based
on MFC99, are depicted in Figure 16. Generally, a 100% survival is observed in all antifungal
drugs, except 5-FC (91.67%) and AMB (16.67%). For the repurposed drugs, in CHX, 26.67%
survival is reported and in NIT 63.33% survival. Noticeably, the highest survival in AMB is
observed for strains evolved in 1x and 4x MIC50. Furthermore, populations evolved in 8x MIC50
in NIT monotherapy on the one hand, and in 4x and 8x MIC50 in CHX monotherapy on the other
hand, did not survive. Additionally, only one strain in 2x MIC50 CHX survived.

Figure 16: Survival of the populations, depicted in a) percentages and b) numbers, relative to the initial number
of populations per drug condition, based on MFC99. %-survival is calculated by dividing the total number of
surviving populations (in all four drug conditions) by 60 and times 100. The distribution of surviving populations per
drug condition is determined by calculating relative number of surviving populations out of 15 populations per drug
condition.

As 5-FC, AMB, CHX and NIT monotherapy did not result in 100% survival, graphs are designed
to track the relative percentage of survival of populations in each drug condition over time. This is
done to estimate when the number of surviving populations might have decreased. This is depicted
in Figure 17.
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Figure 17: Relative percentage survival over time in a) 5-fluorocytosine, b) amphotericin B, c) nitroxoline and
d) chlorhexidinemonotherapy. Relative percentage of survival of populations in each drug condition (15 populations)
is tracked over a period of 16 days, based on MFC99 of YPD spot assays of BDA plates.

In 5-FC (Figure 17a), all populations evolved in 1x and 2x MIC50 showed 100% survival. On the
other hand, the number of surviving populations in 4x and 8x MIC50 decrease, and on day 8 and
10 respectively, they increase and survival becomes stable. In AMB (Figure 17b), all populations
drastically decrease in numbers in the first two days, as only one strain per condition (6.67%)
survived the monotherapy. Populations in 2x MIC50 stabilize afterwards. Populations in 4x MIC50
start growing on day 6, while those in 1x MIC50 do not start growing until day 12. In NIT (Figure
17c), all populations in 1x and 2x MIC50 survived, whereas survival in 4x and 8x MIC50 decreased
until day 6. After day 8, populations in 4x MIC50 increase and stabilize, whereas in 8x MIC50,
populations decrease and eventually go extinct. In CHX (Figure 17d), only in 1x MIC50 survival
is 100% and populations in the other drug conditions steadily decrease and go extinct.

4.2.2 Resistance development in monotherapy

Resistance based on MIC50 is determined based on the resistance ratio (RR) which is described
as the ratio:

RR MIC50 =
MIC50, evolved

MIC50, wt

Accordingly, as we test 2-fold drug concentrations, resistance has developed if this ratio is ≥2,
implying that theMIC50, evolved is at least twice as high asMIC50, wt. Resistance acquisition for each
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drug is displayed in percentages in Figure 18a. Additionally, the number of resistant/non-resistant
strains, relative to the amount of surviving strains tested in BDA, is given in Figure 18b, to highlight
that some populations did not survive the in vitro experimental evolution.

Figure 18: Based on MIC50 a) The percentage of surviving strains that acquired resistance (in red) and b) the
relative number of resistant/non-resistant surviving strains per drug. %-(non)acquired resistance is determined
by the relative percentage of (non-)resistant strains out of the 24 tested evolved strains per drug. The distribution of
resistant/non-resistant strains is determined relative to the number of survived strains tested in BDA.

Regarding resistance emergence, 50% of the tested surviving strains in each drug acquired
resistance, except for 5-FC and TRB. FLU exhibits 100% resistance emergence, whereas in
POS and KTO, 13 strains acquired resistance, thus 54.16% and 59.05% of the surviving strains
respectively. In 5-FC, only 43.47% acquired resistance (10 strains). In echinocandins, 100%
resistance in CAS is recorded, whereas forMCA and ANF, 83.33% (20 strains) and 91.67% (22
strains) respectively developed resistance. InAMB and CHX, resistance is recorded in 75% of the
strains, as both drugs have 6 resistant strains out of 8. Lastly, 87.5% resistance (14 strains out of
16) is recorded in NIT.

Besides, for the AMB-resistant strains, based on MIC50, resistance is double-checked with
ETESTs®. For all strains, no halo is observed, as depicted in Figure A2 (Addendum), implying
that MIC is higher than 32 µg/mL and resistance is acquired. However, substantial differences
regarding the resistance determination can be commented as BDA results in three AMB-resistant
strains with an MIC50 of 8 µg/mL and three AMB-resistant strains with an MIC50 >16 µg/mL.
Therefore, to maintain consistency throughout the project, MIC50 values obtained from BDA will
be used from now on as BDA is our preferred method to determine resistance.

4.2.3 Dose-dependency of resistance development

Dose-dependency of resistance acquisition for each drug based on MIC50 is explored by
calculating the mean resistance ratios (RR) of six evolved strains in each drug condition. This
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is depicted in Figure 19. For AMB, 2 strains in 1x MIC50, 1 in 2x and 8x MIC50 and 4 in 4x MIC50
are used to estimate the RRs instead. For CHX, RRs in 4x and 8x MIC50 are determined based on
one strain.

Figure 19: Distribution of mean RRs for each drug in each drug condition based on MIC50. Bar plots indicate
the mean RRs in each drug condition (1x, 2x, 4x, and 8x MIC50, except for MCA which was 4x, 8x, 16x, 32x MIC50).
Data points indicate the individual RR MIC50 in each condition, error bars depict standard deviations. A significant
difference between drug conditions is indicated by an *.

Only in 5-FC, resistance development was significantly dose-dependent, as only strains evolved
in higher 5-FC concentrations (4x and 8xMIC50) acquired resistance. In azoles, echinocandins and
TRB, resistant strains in all four conditions are reported. No substantial differences are observed
between the four conditions in azoles and echinocandins. In AMB, no resistant strains are retrieved
in 8xMIC50 and the highest level of resistance is recorded in 4xMIC50 (mean RR: 24.125). In NIT,
no surviving strains are reported in 8x MIC50, and thus no resistance is present. Similarly in CHX,
no resistance is acquired in 2x MIC50 as no surviving strains are retrieved in this drug condition.
In TRB, the highest resistance level is recorded in 8x MIC50 (mean RR: 4).

In order to draw conclusions on the dose-dependent resistance development, an additional graph is
made, depicted in Figure A3 (Addendum), in which only the resistant strains (RR MIC50 > 1) for
each drug and drug condition are included. The only major differences regarding dose-dependency
are observed for NIT and TRB. The highest levels of resistance in NIT monotherapy are recorded
in 1x and 4x MIC50 NIT and in TRB monotherapy in 1x, 2x, and 8x MIC50 TRB.

Furthermore, dose dependency of resistance development is also explored based on AUCBDA.
Resistance acquisition is determined based on the AUCBDA resistance ratio (RR), described by:

RR AUCBDA =
AUCBDA, evolved

AUCBDA, wt
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In the context of AUCBDA, resistance has developed if this ratio > 1, implying that the
AUCBDA, evolved is higher than AUCBDA, wt. For each drug, the mean RRs for each drug in each
drug condition is depicted in Figure 20. RRs are calculated based on six evolved strains per drug
condition, except for AMB and CHX as previously described for MIC50.

Figure 20: Distribution of mean RRs for each drug in each drug condition based on AUCBDA. Bar plots indicate
the mean RRs in each drug condition (1x, 2x, 4x, and 8x MIC50, except for MCA which was 4x, 8x, 16x and 32x
MIC50). Data points indicate the individual RR AUCBDA in each condition, error bars depict standard deviations. A
significant difference between drug conditions is indicated by an *.

Similarly, as in MIC50, resistance is significantly dose-dependent in 5-FC based on AUCBDA, as
resistance levels are significantly higher in higher 5-FC concentrations (4x and 8x MIC50: 28.76
and 24.11 respectively). For the azoles, mean RRs in POS are ≤ 1, yet some strains still exhibit
resistance as indicated by the data points. In FLU, KTO, and the echinocandins, low levels of
resistance are reported but no substantial differences between the drug conditions are present. In
AMB and NIT, only in 8x MIC50 resistance is not developed. In CHX, no resistant strains are
retrieved in 2x MIC50, as no strains survived the treatment.

Additionally, a graph is made based on AUCBDA, in which only resistant strains (RR AUCBDA > 1)
of each drug are included, to draw conclusions on the dose-dependency of resistance development.
This is depicted in Figure A4 (Addendum). For the azoles, POS acquired the most prominent
resistance in 4x MIC50, FLU developed resistance in all four conditions and in KTO, only in 1x
MIC50 no resistant strains were retrieved. Nomajor differences were recorded in the echinocandins,
5-FC, AMB, and NIT. In CHX, the highest level of resistance was recorded in 1x MIC50, and in
TRB only in 2x MIC50 no resistance was present.
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4.2.4 Dynamics of resistance acquisition in monotherapy

For each antifungal, the average relative growth of the 15 populations in each drug condition,
relative to the growth ofwild typeC. auris, is depicted in Figure 21. Through this, trends regarding
growth over time in higher or lower concentrationsmay be distinguished and an average estimation
of when resistance might have developed can be made.

Figure 21: Average relative growth of drug evolved strains over time. Growth of the evolved strains in
1x, 2x, 4x and 8x MIC50 of their respective drugs, except for MCA which was evolved in 4x, 8x, 16x and
32x MIC50, is tracked over a period of 16 days, relative to the wt control.

Overall, no substantial trends are distinguished as no major differences in average relative growth
are observed between the four drug conditions, except in CHX andNIT. In CHX, only populations
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in 1x MIC50 display growth and in NIT, populations in 1x and 2x MIC50 exhibit a higher growth
rate than those in 4x and 8x MIC50 Nevertheless, the absence of distinct growth trends might be
due to the averaging of the relative growth of the populations and therefore, this might not allow
efficient prediction of when resistance exactly emerges. In order to estimate when resistance might
have emerged and evaluate its dose dependency, the relative growth of an isolated resistant strain
from each condition and each drug is plotted over time. This is depicted in Figure 22.

Figure 22: Relative growth of one resistant strain of each drug condition for each drug, depicted over time.
Growth of single colony resistant strains, evolved in 1x 2x, 4x and 8x MIC50, except for MCA which was evolved in
4x, 8x, 16x and 32x MIC50, is tracked over a period of 16 days, relative to the wt control.

No substantial differences between the drug conditions are observed for the azoles and
the echinocandins, except in ANF, in which a higher relative growth is observed in higher
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concentrations (4x and 8xMIC50). Furthermore, in FLUandCAS, growth ismostly random, while
in POS and MCA, relative growth is stable after day 8. Noticeably, relative growth in 4x MIC50
CAS exceeds the growth of wild type strains, which might be caused by an experimental error. In
5-FC, strains in 4x and 8x MIC50 show a steady increase in relative growth after day 4, and no
resistant strains are obtained in 1x and 2x MIC50 5-FC. In AMB-resistant strains, relative growth
increases until day 8 for 2x and 4x MIC50, and until day 10 for 1x MIC50. Afterwards, relative
growth initially declines and is recovered later. Furthermore, relative growth in all NIT-resistant
strains decreases in the first four days. Afterwards, strains in 1x and 2x MIC50 NIT increase in
relative growth, while strains in 4x MIC50 NIT continue to decline. After day 10, an increase in
growth is recorded in all three NIT conditions. In CHX, relative growth is only observed in 1x
MIC50 CHX, and strains in 2x and 4x MIC50 CHX decrease drastically in the first 2 days and never
recover. Lastly, TRB-resistant strains decrease in growth in all four TRB conditions after day 2.
Afterwards, populations in 1x and 2x MIC50 TRB on the one hand, and strains in 4x and 8x MIC50
TRB on the other hand follow a similar growth trend.

4.3 Genetic signature of resistance
4.3.1 Mutations in genes of interest

The resistant strains, based on RR MIC50, are sequenced for their genes of interest and the number
of mutations found in each gene for each drug are depicted in Table 8. Additionally, Figure A5
(Addendum) displays the ratio of resistant strains with/without mutations per gene, relative to the
total number of sequenced strains. No mutations are noted in ERG6, NCP1, FCY1, and both FCY2
genes. SNAP2 analyses are performed for every missense mutation found and heatmaps depicting
the indicated regions in which mutations are found are given in Figure A6 (Addendum).
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Table 8: Information on the total number of resistant strains sequenced for each specific gene and the number of
mutations found.

Sequenced gene Drug total # strains sequenced # mutations found
ERG3 ANF 22 0

CAS 9 0
MCA 16 0
AMB 6 2

ERG6 AMB 6 0
ERG11 FLU 24 0

KTO 13 0
POS 13 0
AMB 6 3

FCY1 5-FC 9 0
FCY2 (B9J08_002402) 5-FC 9 0
FCY2 (B9J08_002435) 5-FC 9 0
FKS1 (HS1,2 and 3 ANF 22 0

CAS 15 0
MCA 18 2

FUR1 5-FC 9 3
NCP1 AMB 6 0
TAC1b FLU 24 2

KTO 13 1
POS 13 0

Four missense mutations are found in TAC1b and described in Table 9: three mutations in FLU-
resistant strains, namely G1620A/S540N and G1514A/S514N in Strain 60 and T682A/F228I
in Strain 63, and one mutation in the KTO-resistant strain 78, namely T1475G/V492G. The
latter two mutations are predicted to have a weak effect on the protein, as observed in the heatmaps
depicted in Figures A7-A10 (Addendum), obtaining an effect score of -20 (57% accuracy) and 14
(59% accuracy) respectively.

Table 9: Summary of the mutations of azole resistant strains in TAC1b. The mutations are described, along with
the strain number, drug and dose of monotherapy, RRs and SRs, and the SNAP2 effect score and prediction accuracy.

Strain # Drug Dose
RR
AUCBDA

RR
MIC50

SR
MFC99

Gene Mutation
Effect
score

Prediction
accuracy

60 FLU 2x MIC 1.6078 4 1 TAC1b
G1620A/S540N
G1541A/S514N

-61
-67

82%
82%

63 FLU 4x MIC 1.6266 4 1 TAC1b T682A/F228I -20 57%
78 KTO 8x MIC 1.1773 8 1 TAC1b T1475G/V492G 14 59%
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In FKS1 HS1, the missense mutation C1916A/S639Y is found in two MCA-resistant strains,
namely Strains 151 and 152, described in Table 10. No mutations are found in HS2 nor HS3.
The SNAP2 analysis predicts an effect score of 51 with 75% accuracy, as depicted in Figure A12
(Addendum).

Table 10: Summary of the mutations of echinocandin resistant strains in FKS1. The mutations are described,
along with the strain number, drug and dose of monotherapy, RRs and SRs, and the SNAP2 effect score and prediction
accuracy.

Strain # Drug Dose
RR
AUCBDA

RR
MIC50

SR
MFC99

Gene Mutation
Effect
score

Prediction
accuracy

151 MCA 1x MIC 3.7650 16 32 FKS1 (HS1) C1916A/S639Y 51 75%
152 MCA 1x MIC 3.0642 8 32 FKS1 (HS1) C1916A/S639Y 51 75%

Every AMB-resistant strain acquired a mutation, except for strain 52 (not displayed), in ERG3
or ERG11. These mutations are described in Table 11. We found one deletion in Strain 48
(G1415del1) and one missense mutation in Strain 49 (G1512A/M504I), with a predicted effect of
44 (71% accuracy), depicted in Figure A13 (Addendum). Furthermore, we found three nonsense
mutations in Strain 47 (G490T/E164*), 50 (A473C/Y158*) and 53 (G493T/E165*).

Table 11: Summary of the mutations of AMB-resistant strains in either ERG3 or ERG11. The mutations are
described, along with the strain number, drug and dose of monotherapy, RRs and SRs, and the SNAP2 effect score and
prediction accuracy.

Strain # Drug Dose
RR
AUCBDA

RR
MIC50

SR
MFC99

Gene Mutation
Effect
score

Prediction
accuracy

47 AMB 1X MIC 14.6514 8 32 ERG3 G490T/E164* - -
48 AMB 1X MIC 10.2140 8 32 ERG3 G1415del1 - -
49 AMB 2X MIC 10.0551 8 32 ERG11 G1512A/M504I 44 71%
50 AMB 4X MIC 18.8920 32 32 ERG11 A473C/Y158* - -
53 AMB 4X MIC 21.8984 32 32 ERG11 G493T/E165* - -

In 5-FC resistant strains, three mutations are found in FUR1, which are described in Table 12.
A nonsense mutation is found in Strain 31, namely G202T/G68*. Furthermore, two missense
mutations are found in Strain 32 (G433T/G145C) and Strain 116 (G242T/C81F). SNAP2
predicted an effect of 86 and 81 for the mutations in strains 32 and 116 respectively, both estimated
with 91% accuracy. Heatmaps, retrieved from SNAP2, that indicate these effect scores are depicted
in Figures A14-A15 (Addendum).
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Table 12: Summary of the mutations of 5-FC resistant strains in FUR1. The mutations are described, along with
the strain number, drug and dose of monotherapy, RRs and SRs, and the SNAP2 effect score and prediction accuracy.

Strain # Drug Dose
RR
AUCBDA

RR
MIC50

SR
MFC99

Gene Mutation
Effect
score

Prediction
accuracy

31 5-FC 4X MIC 29.0467 256 64 FUR1 G202T/G68* - -
32 5-FC 8X MIC 27.6874 256 64 FUR1 G433T/G145C 86 91%
116 5-FC 4X MIC 30.0304 256 64 FUR1 G242T/C81F 81 91%

In summary, Figure 23 depicts all mutations found in each gene. Four mutations are recovered for
TAC1b: one is located between the DNA-binding domain (DBD) and the middle homology region
(MHR), the others are situated next to the C-terminus of MHR. In ERG11, two nonsense mutations
are noted in HS1 and one missense mutation next to HS3. ERG3 acquired two mutations, closely
located to each other. In FKS1, one mutation is found in HS1 and in FUR1, three mutations are
acquired, including one nonsense mutation.

Figure 23: Summary of the mutations in the sequenced genes. (Top to bottom) TAC1b, ERG11, ERG3,
FKS1 and FUR1 are depicted with their important regions (dark blue) and the location of mutations found in
our resistant strains (red). The drug-resistant strains in which mutations are found are depicted in colors: red
(FLU-resistant), green (KTO-resistant), purple (AMB-resistant), blue (MCA-resistant), and orange (5-FC
resistant).
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4.3.2 Resistance dynamics of strains in which mutations were observed

Relative growth of the resistant strains with and without mutations in the genes we have sequenced
and evolved in the same drug condition, is measured in drug concentrations ranging between
0.0625-16 µg/mL, relative to the growth in no drug. These graphs are displayed together with
the wild type and control strain in the same drug in Figures 24-25.

FLU-resistant strains display higher MIC50 values (≥4 µg/mL) than WT (MIC50: 2 µg/mL) and
CTRL (MIC50: 8 µg/mL) strains, as observed in Figure 24a. On the other hand, the KTO-resistant
strain without mutations exhibits a higher MIC50 (8 µg/mL) than the strain with mutations (MIC50:
2 µg/mL), as illustrated in 24b. Nevertheless, the drug-resistant strains generally have higher MICs
than WT and CTRL strains (MIC50: 0.125-0.5 µg/mL).

Figure 24: Relative growth of a) FLU-resistant and b) KTO-resistant strains with and without mutations in
TAC1B, together with wild type (WT) and experimental control (CTRL) strains. Growth is measured at OD600 in
concentrations ranging from 0.0625-16 µg/mL in a two-fold dilution series, relative to the OD600, no drug.

Next, in Figure 25, AMB-resistant strains with mutations in ERG3 or ERG11 exhibit higher MIC50
values (≥16 µg/mL) than those without mutations (4 µg/mL), WT and CTRL strains (1 µg/mL).

Figure 25: Growth of AMB-resistant strains with and without mutations in a) ERG11 and b) ERG3, together
with wild type (WT) and experimental control (CTRL) strain. Growth was measured at OD600 in concentrations
ranging from 0.0625-16 µg/mL in a two-fold dilution series, relative to the OD600, no drug.
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Lastly, depicted in Figure 26a, MCA-resistant strains with mutations exhibit lower MIC50 values
(8-16 µg/mL) than the resistant strain without mutations (MIC50: ≥ 16). Furthermore, the 5-FC-
resistant strains, with and without mutations, all display MIC50 values higher than 16 µg/mL, as
depicted in Figure 26b. Additionally, for both 5-FC and MCA-resistant strains, MIC50 is higher
than those of WT and CTRL strains (5-FC: 0.125 µg/mL, MCA: 0.5-1 µg/mL).

Figure 26: Relative growth of a) MCA-resistant and b) 5-FC-resistant strains with and without mutations in
FKS1 and FUR1 respectively, together with wild type (WT) and experimental control (CTRL) strains. Growth
is measured at OD600 in concentrations ranging from 0.0625-16 µg/mL in a two-fold dilution series, relative to the
OD600, no drug.

4.3.3 Resistance level of resistant strains with and without mutations in the GOI

As observed in Table 8 on page 42, some resistant strains did not obtain mutations in the GOI we
sequenced, yet exhibit MIC50 > 1. Consequently, to evaluate if mutations in the sequenced GOI
contribute to higher levels of resistance, violin plots are made, based on RR MIC50, in which the
resistance levels of the resistant strains (from the four conditions in monotherapy) are visualized,
as depicted in Figure 27. From this, we could observe that resistant strains with mutations in the
sequenced GOI do not necessarily exhibit higher resistance levels than those without mutations in
the GOI. An exception however are 5-FC and AMB-resistant strains, for which strains with and
without mutations in the GOI achieved equal levels of resistance. Yet as the 5-FC resistant strains
all exhibit MIC50 >16 µg/mL, possible differences in resistance level could not be distinguished
due to our measuring range (0.0625-16 µg/mL).
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Figure 27: Violin plot ofMIC50 values of all the resistant strains that are sequenced. Wild typeC. auris is evolved
in monotherapy in four conditions (1x, 2x, 4x and 8x MIC50, depicted in blue, red, green and purple respectively) and
MIC50, wt is depicted by a yellow star. Strains with elevated MIC50 values, relative to the wild type, in which mutations
were found, are depicted by a black diamond and their unique strain number, which represents strains displayed in
Tables 9-12.

4.4 Collateral sensitivity and cross resistance mapping
4.4.1 Collateral sensitivity and cross-resistance mapping based on AUC and MIC50

In order to evaluate collateral sensitivity (CS) and cross-resistance (XR), heatmaps based on RR
AUCBDA and MIC50 are generated and displayed in Figures 28-29. Data is retrieved from BDA
experiments with three drug-resistant strains per drug condition (1x, 2x, 4x and 8x MIC50, except
for MCA which are 4x, 8x, 16x, and 32x MIC50) against all antifungals and repurposed drugs.
However, in some drugs, an insufficient amount of resistant strains is retrieved in some conditions.
This was the case for POS 4x MIC50, MCA 8x and 32x MIC50, TRB 2x and 8x MIC50, AMB 1x
MIC50 and NIT 2x MIC50, in which two strains are retrieved. Furthermore, in KTO 1x MIC50,
AMB 2x MIC50 and NIT 4x MIC50, one strain is used each time. The heatmap generated from
normalized mean AUCBDA RR is displayed in Figure 28.
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Figure 28: Heatmap of RRs based on normalized AUCBDA. RRs are calculated by AUCBDA, resistant/AUCBDA, wt.
Each row represents the average of three resistant strains indicated by the drug and drug dose in which it was evolved.
Each column represent an antifungal or repurposed drug (for abbreviations and info see Table 7). A two-gradient
colored scale visualizes the RR, ranging from >32 (pink) to <0.06 (blue), for which CS is displayed if RR < 1 (blue)
and XR if RR > 1 (pink).

Generally, based on AUCBDA, XR is observed in azoles and echinocandins, both intra- (against
the drug it was evolved for) and interclass (within the same drug class). Besides, 5-FC, AMB, and
NIT display intraclass XR as well. Furthermore, XR is present in the azole-resistant strains to
the echinocandins. Additionally, 5-FC, AMB-, ANF- and MCA-resistant strains also exhibit
XR against azoles. Lastly, 5-FC resistant strains exhibit XR against AMB, and NIT-resistant
strains against MCA. No substantial trends are observed between the drug-resistant strains and
the repurposed drugs. CS is reported for CAS-resistant strains to POS (0.07 - 0.19) and KTO
(0.05- 0.48). Furthermore, TRB-resistant strains exhibit CS to the azoles, for which POS and
FLU RRs are 0.27 - 0.80. Additionally, in AMB-resistant strains CS was prominently present
against the echinocandins based on AUCBDA: MCA (RR: 0.08 - 0.11), CAS (RR: 0.07 - 0.10) and
ANF (RR: 0.20 - 0.26). Furthermore, AMB-resistant strains also exhibit CS to NIT (RR: 0.19 -
0.63), GEL (RR: 0.13 - 0.93), and CPX (RR: 0.29 - 0.99).
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Furthermore, the heatmap generated from RR MIC50 is displayed in Figure 29.

Figure 29: Heatmap of RR based on MIC50. RRs are calculated by MIC50, resistant/MIC50, wt. Each row
represents the average of three resistant strains indicated by the drug and drug dose in which it was evolved.
Each column represents an antifungal or repurposed drug (for abbreviations and info see Table7). A two-
gradient colored scale visualizes the RR, ranging from >32 (pink) to <0.06 (blue), for which CS is displayed
if RR < 1 (blue), indifference if RR = 1 (white) or XR if RR > 1 (pink).

XR is observed within the azoles and echinocandins, both inter- and intraclass, except for CAS-
resistant strains to MCA, which is unexpected. Intraclass XR is also present in 5-FC, AMB and
TRB. Furthermore, prominent XR is displayed in AMB-resistant strains against the azoles: POS
(RR: 8-256), FLU (RR: 4-32) and KTO (RR: 64-192). XR is found inTRB resistant strains against
CAS and ANF (RR: 1-8) and NIT-resistant strains display XR against MCA (RR: 8). In terms
of CS, strong CS is observed in CAS-resistant strains to POS (RR MIC: 0.002) and KTO (RR:
0.002-0.0039). Furthermore, AMB-resistant strains display an increased sensitivity towards the
echinocandins: MCA (RR: 0.125-0.5), CAS (RR: 0.25-0.5) and ANF (RR: 0.25). Lastly, NIT-
resistant strains exhibit CS to the azoles, POS (RR: 0.25-0.375), FLU (RR: 0.375-0.5) and KTO
(RR: 0.5), and to CAS (RR: 0.25-0.5) and ANF (RR: 0.25-0.75). No general trends are found for
the drug resistant strains to the repurposed drugs.
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As CS is important for designing drug cycling schemes, CS trends are compared between RRs
of AUCBDA and MIC50 to visualize which drug combinations are the most favorable to prevent
resistance emergence. In AMB-, CAS-, TRB- and NIT-resistant strains, CS to other drugs is most
evidently present. The heatmap in Figure 30 indicates the mean MIC50 and AUCBDA of all four
conditions and Table A3 (Addendum) includes the exact ranges in which CS occurs.

Figure 30: Collateral sensitivity ranges between resistant strains (y-axis: AMB, CAS, NIT and TRB) and
antifungal/repurposed drugs (x-axis) based on mean RR values of a) MIC50 and b) AUCBDA. Mean RRs MIC50
and mean RRs AUCBDA of strains in all four conditions (1x, 2x, 4x and 8xMIC50) are calculated for drug combinations
in which CS is prominently present. These values were depicted based on a gradient from <0.0625-1 (blue) when CS
is present and ≥1 when no CS is present (red).

The MIC50 and AUCBDA heatmaps are easily distinguishable. A possible explanation for this are
the different approaches on how resistance ratios are obtained. On the one hand, MIC50 describes
resistance very robustly as it determines resistance at the cut-off of 50% growth, relative to the
growth in no drug. AUCBDA, on the other hand, is more subtle and takes more into account about
the relative growth differences in BDA. Although differences are present, mutual trends regarding
CS between AUCBDA and MIC50 are present, as observed in Figure 30. CS is observed between
CAS-resistant strains to POS and KTO. Furthermore, AMB-resistant strains display prominent
sensitivity to the echinocandins and CPX. Additionally, TRB-resistant strains exhibit prominent
CS to FLU as well, and NIT-resistant strains are more sensitive to the azoles, CAS and ANF.

4.4.2 CS and XR networks

CS and XR networks are constructed based on prominent CS and XR trends in both the AUCBDA
and MIC50 heatmaps in Figures 28-30 on pages 48-50. These networks are presented in Figure 31.
In Figure 31a, CAS exhibits CS to POS and KTO. Furthermore, NIT displays CS to the azoles and
the echinocandins (specifically CAS andANF), and TRB showsCS to FLU. Lastly, AMB expresses
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CS to the echinocandins and some repurposed drugs, such as CPX, GEL, and NIT. On the other
hand, in Figure 31b, intra- and interclass XR in the azoles and the echinocandins are present, as
well as XR in azoles against echinocandins. Additionally, AMB-resistant strains express increased
resistance against the azoles and NIT displays XR against MCA as well.

Figure 31: a) CS and b) XR networks. Networks are designed based on RR AUCBDA and MIC50 data.
Arrows indicate for which drugs the resistant strains have acquired a) sensitivity or b) resistance.

4.4.3 Survival dynamics in CS and XR

AlthoughMFC99 is not a measure for resistance and is mostly biased, it allows for estimating the
susceptibility and survival dynamics of drug-resistant strains against other drugs. Therefore, the
Susceptibility Ratio (SR) of the strains used to generate the AUCBDA and MIC50 heatmaps, is
calculated. SR is based on YPD spot assays of BDA plates and is described as the ratio:

SR MFC99 =
MFC99, evolved

MFC99, wt

From these ratios, the mean of three resistant strains per drug and drug condition against antifungals
and repurposed drugs is calculated and a heatmap is generated, which is depicted in Figure 32.
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Figure 32: Heatmap of Susceptibility Ratio (SR) based on MFC99. SRs are calculated of strains with RR MIC50
> 1. Each row represents the average of three resistant strains indicated by the drug and drug dose in which it was
evolved. Each column represents an antifungal or repurposed drug (for abbreviations and info see Table 7). A two-
gradient colored scale visualizes the SR, ranging from >32 (pink) to <0.06 (blue), for which an increased sensitivity
to the drug is displayed if RR < 1 (blue), indifference if RR = 1 (white) and less susceptibility to the drug if RR > 1
(pink).

Prominently, POS-, ANF-, 5-FC and AMB-resistant strains show reduced susceptibility to their
respective drugs. Furthermore, POS-resistant strains exhibit 2- to 8-fold reduced susceptibility
to MCA. In the echinocandins, the most evident trends are CAS-resistant strains with an 8-fold
increased insensitivity to MCA and ANF-resistant strains with a 16-fold decreased sensitivity to
MCA. In AMB-resistant strains (1x and 4x MIC50), 16- to 32-fold reduced susceptibility to 5-FC is
observed. Nevertheless, similarly as in AUCBDA andMIC50, an increased susceptibility is observed
in CAS-resistant strains to POS (4- to 16-fold) and KTO (2-fold), as well as TRB-resistant strains
to POS (2- to 8-fold). In AMB-resistant strains, a 32-fold increased susceptibility is noted to CAS,
implying that CAS may even act fungicidal in these strains. NIT-resistant strains also display a
4-fold increased sensitivity to POS. Lastly, TRB-resistant strains exhibit a 3- to 4-fold increased
sensitivity to 5-FC.
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4.5 Collateral sensitivity based drug cycling
4.5.1 Average relative growth in drug cycling schemes

In all five drug cycling schemes, a 100% survival is reported in each condition. YPD spot assays of
the experimental evolution plates are displayed in Figure A18 (Addendum). The average relative
growth in the cycling schemes is tracked based on six randompopulations per condition, of which
single colony isolates were isolated and tested for their drug susceptibility. These are depicted in
Figures 33-35. Additionally, the average relative growth in the cycling evolution experiments
based on all 15 populations per condition are displayed in Figures A19-A21 (Addendum). As the
differences between these two types of graphs are minor, we will only discuss the relative growth
based on six populations. The relative growth in a) AMB-CAS and b) AMB-GEL based on six
populations is depicted in Figure 33

Figure 33: Average relative growth in a) AMB-CAS and b)AMB-GEL cycling. The average relative percentage of
growth based on six populations per condition, relative to the controls without drug, is measured at OD600 in function of
time. The following colors represent relative growth in LL (blue), LH (red), HL (green) and HH (purple). Background
colors indicate at which point in time the drugs are switched. Error bars indicate the variation of data points in each
condition.

Generally, no substantial differences are observed between the four conditions. In AMB-CAS
(Figure 33a), populations decrease until day 8, except for populations in LH, before increasing in
growth in the second AMB dose on day 10. Afterwards, relative growth is mostly random between
all populations Furthermore, in AMB-GEL, the populations in HL and HH display a decrease in
relative growth until day 4 and populations remain stable afterwards. This is also the case in LL
and LH, except from day 8 onwards, populations increase and after day 12, they decrease.

Additionally, the average relative growth was also tracked in a) AMB-NIT and b) AMB-CPX
cycling and displayed in Figure 34.
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Figure 34: Average relative growth in a) AMB-NIT and b) AMB-CPX cycling. The average relative percentage of
growth based on six populations per condition, relative to the controls without drug, is measured at OD600 in function of
time. The following colors represent relative growth in LL (blue), LH (red), HL (green) and HH (purple). Background
colors indicate at which point in time the drugs are switched. Error bars indicate the variation of data points in each
condition.

In AMB-NIT, displayed in Figure 34a, populations evolved in low AMB on one the hand, and in
high AMB on the other hand, seem to follow similar growth trends throughout the cycling evolution
experiment. On day 16, lower population densities in high AMB than in low AMB are recorded
(±10% difference). Furthermore, cycling between AMB-CPX delivered ambiguous results, as the
relative growth of some populations surpassed the growth of wt populations, as depicted in Figure
34b. Growth in AMB appeared to be rather random, whereas in CPX, populations in low CPX on
the one hand, and populations in high CPX on the other hand, follow comparable growth trends.

Lastly, the average relative growth inCAS-POS cycling, depicted in Figure 35, displays distinctive
population densities. Relative growth in this cycling scheme was mostly random.

Figure 35: Relative growth in CAS-POS cycling experiment. The average relative percentage of growth based
on 6 populations per condition, relative to the controls without drug, is measured at OD600 in function of time. The
following colors represent relative growth in LL (blue), LH (red), HL (green) and HH (purple). Background colors
indicate at which point in time the drugs are switched. Error bars indicate the variation of data points in each condition.
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4.5.2 Resistance development and susceptibility in drug cycling

4.5.2.1 Relative percentage of resistance development in drug cycling and monotherapy

The percentage of resistance, based on AUCBDA and MIC50, and susceptibility levels, based on
MFC99, are determined in monotherapy and drug cycling, depicted in Table 13. Additionally,
comparison between monotherapy and drug cycling RRs based on AUCBDA, MIC50 and SRs based
on MFC99 are displayed in Figure 36.

Table 13: Relative percentage of strains frommonotherapy (MONO) and cycling (CYC) that acquired
resistance based on AUCBDA and MIC50 (RR > 1) or reduced susceptibility based on MFC99 (SR >
1). Column “Cycling scheme” describes in which cycling scheme the strains were evolved and “tested
for” shows to which drug the strains were tested for susceptibility determination. For each monotherapy
column, only the “tested for” column is relevant. Strains are evolved in low (1x MIC50, blue) or high
(2x MIC50, red) concentrations of the drug in monotherapy or both drugs in drug cycling. Percentages are
calculated relative to six strains per condition in monotherapy (except AMB, for which n=1 in 1x MIC50 and
n=1 in 2x MIC50). In drug cycling, the percentage of resistance or susceptibility is determined relative to 12
strains per condition, except for NIT (n=9 in 2x MIC50).

.

AUC MIC MFC
Cycling scheme Tested for MONO CYC MONO CYC MONO CYC

100 0 100 0 100 0
AMB 100 0 100 0 100 0

100 0 100 0 0 0
AMB-CAS CAS 100 0 100 0 0 0

100 0 100 0 100 0
AMB 100 0 100 0 100 0

/ 0 / 0 / 0
AMB-CPX CPX / 0 100 0 / 0

100 0 100 0 100 0
AMB 100 0 100 0 100 0

66.66 8.33 100 0 100 8.33
AMB-NIT NIT 100 8.33 100 0 100 25

100 0 100 0 100 0
AMB 100 8.33 100 0 100 16.67

/ 41.67 / 0 / 0
AMB-GEL GEL / 0 / 0 / 0

100 8.33 100 0 0 0
CAS 100 50 100 0 0 0

33.33 0 50 0 0 0
CAS-POS POS 33.33 0 66.67 0 0 0
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Figure 36: Comparison of RRs based on AUCBDA, MIC50 and MFC99 in monotherapy and drug cycling
schemes. The following graphs display RRs and SRs of drug evolved strains in high (red) and low (blue) conditions:
a) AMB (low-high: 1-2 µg/mL), b) CAS (low-high: 0.5-1 µg/mL), c) NIT (low-high: 0.5-1 µg/mL) and d) POS
(low-high: 0.25-0.5 µg/mL).

In drug cycling, based on MIC50, we do not observe resistance development in any drug cycling
scheme, as depicted in Table 13. In contrast, 100% resistance is acquired in both conditions of
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monotherapy in AMB (RR: 8, Figure 36a), CAS (RR: 32, Figure 36b) and NIT (RR low: 4-8, high:
4, Figure 36c), but not in POS monotherapy, as only 50% resistance is developed here (RR low: 2,
high: 2-8), Figure 36d).

As MIC50 is a robust measure, resistance development is also analyzed based on AUCBDA. In
monotherapy, 100% resistance is determined in AMB (RR low: 10.21-14.65, RR high: 10.05)
and CAS (RR low: 1.14-3.71, RR high: 1.04-3.70) as depicted in Figures 36a-b. On the other
hand, in 1x MIC50 NIT, 66.67% resistance is observed with resistance levels equal to RR low:
1.24-3.47 and RR high: 1.78-3.06 (Figure 36c), and in POS (33.33% resistance in both 1x and 2x
MIC50) with RR low: 1.03-1.30 and RR high: 1.07 (Figure 36d). In the case for drug cycling,
in AMB-GEL cycling, resistance to AMB (RR: 1.04) is observed for one strain evolved in 2x
MIC50 AMB (8.33%), which is shown in Figure 36a. Furthermore, resistance to CAS is recorded
in 8.33% of strains evolved in 1x MIC50 CAS (RR: 1.03) and 50% of strains in 2x MIC50 CAS
(RR: 1.01-1.15) in CAS-POS cycling, described in Figure 36b. Additionally, resistance to NIT is
observed in 8.33% of strains in both conditions of AMB-NIT cycling, displayed in Figure 36c (RR
low: 1.01, RR high: 1.08).

4.5.2.2 Resistance and susceptibility levels in drug cycling

Resistance development in cycling is analyzed by selecting six strains per condition (LL, LH, HL
and HH) and test their susceptibility to the two drugs they were interchangeably evolved for.

In AMB-CAS, resistance nor reduced susceptibility is acquired, as displayed in Figure 37.

Figure 37: Resistance development in AMB-CAS cycling, investigated through a) RR based on AUCBDA, b)
RR based on MIC50 and susceptibility profiles are studied through c) SR based on MFC99. Bars depict the mean
RR or SR of six strains per condition, distinguished by colors. The legend displays which color is assigned to each
condition and data points represent individual strains.

Judging from Figure 37a, based on AUCBDA, no substantial differences regarding resistance
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development between the four conditions are observed in both AMB (RR: 0.34-0.85) and CAS
(0.37-0.79). Regarding RRs based on MIC50 depicted in Figure 37b, susceptibility of the strains
in AMB (RR: 0.8-1) is lower compared to those in CAS (RR: 0.015625-0.2). Lastly, susceptibility
of the strains is examined in Figure 37c by determining SRs in both drugs. In CAS, an indifference
in susceptibility is noted in all strains, whereas in AMB, nine strains exhibit an increased sensitivity
to the drug: 3 strains in LL, 2 in LH, 2 in HL and 2 in HH.

Besides, in AMB-GEL cycling, depicted in Figure 38, one HH strain acquired resistance to AMB,
while two LL strains and one HL strain developed resistance to GEL, based on AUCBDA (Figure
38a). Furthermore, two HH strains exhibit reduced susceptibility based on MFC99 in Figure 38c.

Figure 38: Resistance development in AMB-GEL cycling evolution experiment is investigated through a) RR
based on AUCBDA, b) RR based onMIC50 and susceptibility profiles are studied through c) SR based onMFC99.
Bars depict the mean RR or SR of six strains per condition, distinguished by colors. The legend displays which color
is assigned to each condition and data points represent individual strains.

In Figure 38a, all strains, aside from those that exhibit resistance towards AMB or GEL, display an
increased sensitivity towards both drugs, based on AUCBDA, for which a higher level of sensitivity
to AMB is observed (RR: 0.55-0.85 in AMB) compared to GEL (RR: 0.92-0.98). Generally, based
on MIC50 in Figure 38b, RRs in both drugs show an indifference in all conditions. Lastly, in Figure
38c, in all conditions except HH and HL in AMB, susceptibility towards both drugs is indifferent.
For a HL strain, an increased sensitivity to AMB is shown (SR: 0.5).

Furthermore, in AMB-NIT cycling in Figure 39, only one strain from LH acquired NIT resistance,
based on AUCBDA in Figure 39a, Additionally, from LL, LH and HH conditions, one strain of each
condition shows a 2-fold reduced susceptibility to NIT in Figure 39c.
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Figure 39: Resistance development in AMB-NIT cycling evolution experiment is investigated through a) RR
based on AUCBDA, b) RR based onMIC50 and susceptibility profiles are studied through c) SR based onMFC99.
Bars depict the mean RR or SR of six strains per condition, distinguished by colors. The legend displays which color
is assigned to each condition and data points represent individual strains.

In Figure 38a, an increased sensitivity to both AMB and NIT in all four conditions is recorded
based on AUCBDA (RR: 0.40-0.86 in AMB, 0.59-0.90 in NIT). Yet, based on MIC50 in Figure
39b, resistance is indifferent for all conditions in NIT, and for LH and HL conditions in AMB. In
addition, one LL strain and four HH strains display increased sensitivity to AMB (RR: 0.5). Lastly,
in all four conditions, the strains generally became more sensitive to AMB (SR: 0.5-1), but less
sensitive to NIT (RR: 1-2), except for strains in HL condition, which exhibit indifference.

Furthermore, RRs and SRs in AMB-CPX cycling are depicted in Figure 40. No strains acquired
resistance or reduced susceptibility towards AMB nor CPX.

Figure 40: Resistance development in AMB-CPX cycling evolution experiment is investigated through a) RR
based on AUCBDA, b) RR based onMIC50 and susceptibility profiles are studied through c) SR based onMFC99.
Bars depict the mean RR or SR of six strains per condition, distinguished by colors. The legend displays which color
is assigned to each condition and data points represent individual strains.

All strains exhibit an increased sensitivity to both AMB and CPX, based on AUCBDA in Figure
40a. The strains exhibit RRs between 0.42-0.92 in AMB and between 0.46-0.91 in CPX, thus no
substantial differences regarding susceptibility between the drugs are present. Yet, in Figure 40b,
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resistance to AMB is indifferent, whereas strains of LL (3), LH (3), HL (2) and HH (2) display an
increased sensitivity towards CPX (RR: 0.5), and the rest are indifferent. Lastly, susceptibility of
the strains based on MFC99 in Figure 40c is mostly indifferent, except for one strain of LL, HL and
HH, and two strains of LH in AMB, and one strain of HL in CPX (SR: 0.5).

Lastly, in CAS-POS, depicted in Figure 41, only seven CAS-resistant strains are observed based
on AUCBDA: one strain from LL and HL, and five strains from HH, displayed in Figure 41a.

Figure 41: Resistance development in CAS-POS cycling evolution experiment is investigated through a) RR
based on AUC, b) RR based on MIC50 and susceptibility profiles are studied through c) SR based on MFC99.
Bars depict the mean RR or SR of six strains per condition, distinguished by colors. The legend displays which color
is assigned to each condition and data points represent individual strains.

Aside from those resistant strains, increased sensitivity to CAS and POS is observed for all strains,
based on AUCBDA, yet the level of susceptibility is different between CAS and POS. Disregarding
the resistant strains, RRs are 0.73-0.98 in CAS and 0.40-0.72 in POS. Regarding determination
of resistance based on MIC50 in Figure 41b, in CAS and POS, two LL strains and one HL strain
exhibit indifference. Additionally, six HH strains in CAS and two HH strains in POS are indifferent
to their respective drugs. The other strains display an increased sensitivity (RR: 0.125-0.5 in CAS,
0.25-0.5 in POS). Lastly, susceptibility to CAS is indifferent for all strains, whereas in POS, all
strains display an increased susceptibility to POS (SR: 0.125-0.5), as displayed in Figure 41c.

4.5.2.3 Growth dynamics of resistant cycling evolved strains

As observed in the previous section (4.5.2.1 Resistance and susceptibility in drug cycling), some
strains, isolated from cycling evolved populations, exhibit RR AUCBDA >1 against their respective
drugs, as depicted in Figures 37-41 on pages 57-60, implying that resistance might have developed.
The relative growth of the populations from which these strains were isolated is tracked over a
16-day period and depicted in Figures A16-A17 (Addendum).
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In Figure A16a (Addendum), the relative growth of an AMB-resistant population in high
concentrations of AMB and GEL is depicted. The graph describes a decrease in population density
on day 2, followed by a stable growth until the end of the experiment On the other hand, two
different populations in low concentrations of AMB and GEL and one population in high AMB
and low GEL concentrations developed resistance against GEL. Their relative growth is displayed
in Figure A16b (Addendum). The LL populations show a rather random growth, whereas growth
of the HL population decreases until day 4 and is stable afterwards.

Furthermore, the relative growth of a NIT-resistant population in low-high or high-low
concentrations of AMB and NIT respectively is displayed in Figure A17a (Addendum). The
population density decreased until day 4, increased on day 6 and stabilized afterwards. In Figure
A17b (Addendum), for the CAS-resistant population in low concentrations of CAS and POS
(depicted by a circle), relative growth decreased until day 8 and increased afterwards. For CAS-
resistant populations evolved in high concentrations of CAS and POS (described by a triangle), the
relative growth was random. Lastly, for the population in high CAS and low POS (depicted by a
triangle), the population declined until day 2 and small differences in growth are recorded up until
day 14, followed by an increase in growth at the end of the experiment on day 16.
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5. Discussion
5.1 In vitro experimental evolution

5.1.1 Survival and resistance development in C. auris is mostly linked to the fungicidal or
fungistatic nature of the drugs

No extinction of C. auris is observed in azoles, echinocandins, and TRB as these drugs, except
ANF and MCA, act fungistatic in doses 1-8x MIC50 used during in vitro experimental evolution.
Lower survival rates are distinguished for 5-FC, AMB, NIT, and CHX (Figure 16, page 34),
which most likely results from their fungicidal nature (Table 7, page 33). Furthermore, after
experimental evolution, resistant strains are obtained for nine antifungals and two repurposed
drugs (Figure 18, page 36). For strains evolved in azoles, 59.09% in KTO, 100% in FLU, and
54.16% in POS developed resistance against their respective drugs. In the case of echinocandins,
91.67% in ANF, 100% in CAS, and 83.33% in MCA acquired resistance to their drugs. For drugs
such as AMB, NIT, and CHX, resistance development is respectively 75%, 87.50%, and 75%.
A smaller fraction of strains in 5-FC and TRB monotherapy developed resistance: 43.48% and
30.43% respectively (Figure 18, page 36).

High percentages of survival (100%) and resistance to the azoles, and especially to FLU (100%)
are observed in monotherapy. This observation is supported by the study of Chowdhary et al.
(2018), as they observed FLU resistance (MIC: 32 to >64 µg/mL) in up to 90% of the isolates.
This led us to believe that azole resistance is easily acquired in C. auris. A plausible explanation
is that resistance to azoles can be induced through various mechanisms, such as drug efflux, target
alteration, genomic alterations [88].

Furthermore, in echinocandins experimental evolution, high percentages of survival (100%) and
resistance are observed. 100% of the isolated CAS-evolved strains display resistance against CAS.
On the other hand, in ANF andMCAmonotherapy, which are fungicidal drugs (MFC99: 4 µg/mL),
91.67 % and 83.33% resistance is displayed respectively. However, echinocandins resistance has
been reported to a lesser extent in the clinic, as the highest percentage of resistance to CAS recorded
was 37% [160]. In line with this and our data, we could conclude that C. auris might acquire
echinocandin resistance more easily in vitro than in a clinical setting [160].

In 5-FC monotherapy, survival is relatively high (91.67%) (Figure 16, page 34), and MIC50 and
MFC99 values are 0.125 µg/mL and 0.5 µg/mL respectively (Table 7, page 33). Therefore, wild
type cells were exposed to 5-FC concentrations of at most 2x MFC99 during evolution, which
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might explain the high survival. On the other hand, only 43.48% of the isolated strains developed
resistance to 5-FC (Figure 18, page 36). This percentage is similar to data observed in the clinic,
as Chowdhary et al. (2014) observed 47% 5-FC resistance in C. auris isolates [100].

In AMB monotherapy, low survival is reported (16.67%) (Figure 16, page 34), which might be
due to the fungicidal nature of AMB. Additionally, wild type C. auris in AMB displays an MIC50
and MFC99 of 1 µg/mL (Table 7, page 33). Therefore, C. auris is exposed to AMB concentrations
of maximum 8x MFC99, which is too high for the survival of non-resistant strains. Furthermore,
strains evolved for AMB exhibit fitness trade-offs such as impeded growth, as described by Vincent
et al. (2013), resulting in strains that might be too crippled to retain their viability [113]. This was
also observed by us, as smaller colonies could be distinguished (Figure A2, Addendum). Besides,
75% of the surviving AMB-evolved strains acquired resistance to AMB. However, taking into
account that only six strains developed resistance to AMB, we can assume that AMB resistance
occurs less frequently. Unlike azoles and echinocandins that target enzymes in biosynthesis
pathways in C. auris, polyenes bind to the essential component ergosterol and directly disrupt
the cell membrane. Therefore, AMB has effective antifungal activity and the lower occurrence of
AMB resistance might be due to the low percentage of surviving populations in AMBmonotherapy
(Figure 18, page 36).

For both NIT and CHX, lower survival is recorded, 63.33% and 26.67% respectively (Figure 16,
page 34). A plausible explanation is that these repurposed drugs exhibit effective antifungal activity
as MIC50 is 2 µg/mL for NIT and 0.03125% for CHX (Table 7, page 33). Nevertheless, relatively
high percentages of resistance are observed for both drugs (NIT: 87.5%, CHX: 75%) (Figure 18,
page 36). However, as far as we know, cases of resistance to NIT or CHX in fungal pathogens, let
alone C. auris, have not been reported in the clinic yet. Besides, resistance to CHX might not have
been acquired at all, asMIC50 resistance ratios (RR) are maximum 2, and dilution errors occur more
often at low drug concentrations, which is the case for CHX (0.004-1%). Lastly, 100% survival is
observed in TRB monotherapy (Figure 16, page 34), which is expected as TRB acts fungistatic.
However, only 30.43% developed TRB resistance (Figure 18, page 36). Similar to NIT and CHX,
TRB resistance has not been reported in the clinic yet, but Chowdhary et al. (2018) reported little
to no antifungal activity of TRB against C. auris isolates (MIC: 2-32 µg/mL) [34].

5.1.2 Resistance development in C. auris shows dose-dependent trends in 5-FC

Resistance is acquired in all four drug conditions in azoles, echinocandins and TRB monotherapy.
Additionally, no substantial differences in resistance levels are observed between the conditions.
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Furthermore, no resistant strains are obtained in 8x MIC50 of AMB and NIT monotherapy,
and 2x MIC50 of CHX monotherapy. Remarkably, statistical tests reveal that only in 5-FC
monotherapy, significant trends regarding drug dose-dependent resistance development are
present. Accordingly, 5-FC resistance is only reported in 4x and 8x MIC50 of 5-FC monotherapy,
in which high levels of resistance are acquired as well (RR MIC50: 256) (Figure 19, page 37).

Nevertheless, dose-dependency in resistance development is not a new concept as studies in
bacteria and tumors have acknowledged this. Resistance to doxorubicin or epirubicin in breast
cancer cells was only acquired when a certain threshold dose of these drugs was achieved.
Additionally, resistance levels increased progressively at increasing drug doses [161]. Furthermore,
in the bacterium Salmonella typhimurium, high streptomycin concentrations selected for strains
carrying rpsL mutations, which cause high levels of resistance (>1024 µg/mL). These rpsL
mutations were also associatedwith growth defects. Therefore, in low streptomycin concentrations,
rpsL mutations are usually not favored [162, 163, 164]. Accordingly, resistance can be dose-
dependent as heterogeneity within a population can induce selection of strains that are intrinsically
resistant. Additionally, high drug concentrations might also stimulate the acquisition of rescue
mutations. This was demonstrated by Van den Bosch et al. (2014), who performed theoretical
and experimental studies on agricultural fungicides and observed that high drug doses will speed
up resistance development [165]. Furthermore, two phases are generally distinguished during
resistance development. In the emergence phase, a few cells acquire resistance mutations. In the
selection phase, selection pressure of the drug is high, causing the resistant cells to thrive and the
drug-sensitive cells to go extinct [166, 167, 168].

5.1.3 Resistance development in monotherapy in C. auris displays drug-dependent trends

By evolving wild type C. auris in monotherapy in vitro, resistant strains with distinct ranges of
resistance, based on MIC50, are obtained for nine antifungals and two repurposed drugs.

For the azoles, FLU-resistant strains exhibit an MIC50 range between 2 to >16 µg/mL (Figure 19,
page 37), whereas Chowdhary et al. (2018) observed an MIC range of 32 to > 64 µg/mL in their
FLU-resistant C. auris isolates. Although our strains did not acquire a similar resistance range as
in the clinic, our data might provide further evidence for the intrinsic resistance to FLU in C. auris.
Besides, in POS and KTO (MIC50, wt: 0.25 µg/mL), resistance development is less pronounced
than in FLU, as MIC50 values are situated between 0.5-16 µg/mL for POS and 0.5-8 µg/mL for
KTO (Figure 19, page 37). In a study conducted by Killburn et al. (2022), POS-resistant strains
exhibited MIC50 between 0.5-1 µg/mL [169], which is comparable to our results as the majority
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of our POS-resistant strains have an MIC50 of 0.5 µg/mL (not mentioned).

As for the echinocandins, all CAS-resistant strains exhibit an MIC50 of >16 µg/mL, whereas
MIC50 ranged between 2 to >16 µg/mL in ANF-resistant strains, and between 4 and >16 µg/mL
in MCA-resistant strains (Figure 19, page 37). The tentative breakpoints recommended by the
CDC are ≥2 µg/mL for CAS, and ≥4 µg/mL for both ANF and MCA [170]. Additionally, MIC
resistance ranges in the clinic include 4-8 µg/mL for ANF and MCA, and 2-≥16 µg/mL for CAS
[169]. Notably, our resistance ranges slightly deviate from those in the clinic, as our resistant strains
exhibit higher MIC50 values. Yet, Carolus et al. (2021) reported MIC50 of ≥64 µg/mL for their
CAS-resistant strains in CAS. These strains were associated with mutations in genes such as FKS1,
ERG3, but also in PEA2 and CIS2 genes [99].

Furthermore, 5-FC resistant strains exhibit MIC50 of >16 µg/mL (Figure 19, page 37) while
MIC50, wt is 0.125 µg/mL (Table 7, page 33). Similarly, Chowdhary et al. (2014) observed 47%
5-FC resistance in 15 clinical isolates with MIC: ≥64 µg/mL [100]. Furthermore, Kathuria et al.
(2015) reported 5-FC resistance in 11 out of 105 isolates, with elevated MICs of≥32 µg/mL [160].
This is in accordance with our observations.

As for polyenes, MIC50 of wild type C. auris and AMB-resistant strains were evaluated by both
BDA and ETEST®. Distinct variability between these methods is observed in our results and in the
clinic, as higher MIC endpoints are obtained in BDA compared to ETEST®, yet both methods are
reliable [160]. These discrepancies might be caused by the differential method of conducting these
assays, as ETEST® involves the use of solid agar, whereas CLSI susceptibility testing is performed
in liquid media. In BDA, three AMB-resistant strains exhibit an MIC50 of 8 µg/mL, whereas three
other AMB-resistant strains display an MIC50 of >16 µg/mL (Figure 19, page 37). On the other
hand, in ETESTs®, all these strains display MIC50 >32 µg/mL (Figure A2, Addendum). Thus,
MIC50 of AMB-resistant strains are atleast 8 times higher than wt C. auris in AMB (MIC50: 1
µg/mL, Table 7, page 33). Clinical isolates in the literature indicate resistance to AMB at MICs
≥2 µg/mL [34, 171]. Nevertheless, Rybak et al. (2022) described a case in which a patient with
azole-resistant C. auris was treated with AMB and developed resistance to the drug as well, of
which isolates exhibited MICs higher than 32 µg/mL [172].

Lastly, TRB monotherapy yields resistant strains with MIC50 between 8 and >16 µg/mL (Figure
19, page 37), while MIC50, wt of C. auris is 4 µg/mL (Table 7, page 33). On the contrary,
Chowdhary et al. (2018) observed a wider range of MICs of TRB-resistant strains, namely 2-32
µg/mL [34]. In NIT monotherapy, an MIC50 range of 2-4 µg/mL is reported in the resistant
strains (Figure 19, page 37), whereas wt C. auris exhibit MIC50 of 0.5 µg/mL (Table 7, page
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33). In concordance with our data, Fuchs et al. (2021) reported a NIT MIC range of 0.125-1
µg/mL [173]. No records of NIT resistance in C. auris have been defined yet in the literature,
thus acquired resistance and its mechanisms are still a knowledge gap. At last, wt MIC50 in CHX
was 0.0078 µg/mL (Table 7, page 33) and six CHX-resistant strains are obtained in monotherapy
(MIC50: 0.01563 µg/mL) (Figure 19, page 37). However, CHX-resistant strains did not display
high levels of resistance as their MIC50 is only two-fold higher than MIC50, wt. Consequently, it is
unclear whether this is actual CHX resistance or whether it is technical variation or tolerance based
adaptation to the drug. In the literature, MIC80 was reported to range between 2-8 µg/mL and cases
of CHX resistance in fungi have not been reported yet [174].

5.2 Acquired resistance mutations

5.2.1 Azole resistance is linked to four missense mutations in TAC1b

In Strain 60, 63 and 78, four missense mutations are found in TAC1b, namely F228I,
V492G, S514N and S540N (Table 9, page 42). These have not been described in the literature.
Three mutations in TAC1b were reported by Rybak et al. (2020) from in vitro evolution
experiments, namely F214S, R495G, and A640V. These mutations contributed to FLU resistance,
and additionally were characterized in clinical FLU-resistant C. auris isolates. Several other
mutations found by Rybak et al. [91], Carolus et al. (2020) [99] and Li et al. (2021) [92] are
displayed in Table 14.

Table 14: TAC1b mutations that have been reported in the literature

Paper Mutations in TAC1b

Rybak et al. (2021) [91]
A15T, S192N, S195C, F214S, K247E, R495G, A583S, P595L/H,
A640V, A651T, M653V, A657V, F862_N866del

Carolus et al. (2021) [99] F191∆, F15 (codon deletion), [i(5L)]
Li et al. (2021) [92] F214L, S611P

Mutations S514N and S540N (strain 60), and V492G (strain 78) are located near the middle
homology region (MHR) of TAC1b (Figure 23, page 44), a transcription factor that positively
regulates the expression of CDR1 and CDR2, which encode drug transporters Cdr1 and Cdr2
respectively [42, 89]. In line with this, Rybak et al. (2020) found an enhanced expression of
CDR1 in strains with GOF mutations F214S, R495G, and A640V in TAC1b, associated with FLU
resistance [91]. Consequently, our mutations might be GOFmutations as they are located near these
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GOF mutations found by Rybak et al. Additionally, azole resistance is observed in our strains as
well, which further supports this hypothesis. FLU-resistant strain 60 (TAC1b, S514N and S540N)
and strain 63 (TAC1b, F288I) display RR MIC50 of 4 to FLU (Table 9, page 42). Additionally,
susceptibility of strain 63 to POS and KTO is also tested, which reveals RRs MIC50 of 2 to POS
(not mentioned) and 4 to KTO (not mentioned). For KTO-resistant strain 78 (TAC1b, V492G), RR
MIC50 is 8 to KTO (Table 9, page 42), 2 to POS, and 16 to FLU (not mentioned).

Additionally, the missense mutations in TAC1b have either a neutral effect (S514N: -67, S540N:
-61) or a weak effect (F228I: -20, V492G: 14) (Table 9, page 42), which is reasonable as they are
substituted for similar amino acids. Furthermore, as they are most likely GOF mutations in TAC1b
due to their association with FLU- and KTO resistance, the effect score does not necessarily have to
be high as GOF mutations are small and subtle by nature. Evidence for this is provided by running
SNAP2 analysis on the A640V mutation in TAC1b found by Rybak et al. (2020) [91]. SNAP2
predicted a neutral effect of -37 with 66% accuracy (Figure A11, Addendum), which was paired
with an 8-fold increase in MIC when this mutation was introduced into the native TAC1b locus of a
FLU-susceptible strain [91]. Remarkably, V492G is the only mutation with a positive effect score
(14). This might be due to the extra isopropyl group carried by Valine (V) compared to Glycine
(G). This group may introduce additional bulkiness, which would disappear when substituted for
G, and might be important for the protein structure as it is favored in β -sheets [175].

5.2.2 Mutation S639Y inFKS1HS1, corresponding to amutation inC. albicans, is associated
to echinocandin resistance

Mutation S639Y is found in HS1 of FKS1 in two MCA-evolved strains (Table 10, page 43).
FKS1 encodes the catalytic subunit of the β -(1,3)-D-glucan synthase, which is the target of
echinocandins. As a consequence, mutations in FKS1, and especially in HS regions, may lead
to echinocandin resistance due to the reduced binding of the drug to the protein [45, 102, 103].

Mutations at the same location in FKS1 in C. auris, but not the same amino acid substitution,
have been reported in the clinic. Chowdhary et al. (2018) found mutation S639F in HS1
of FKS1 in four isolates (n=38). These isolates exhibited pan-echinocandin resistance with
elevated MICs of ≥8 µg/mL to ANF, CAS, and MCA, compared to isolates without mutations in
echinocandins (MIC: 0.125-1 µg/mL) [34]. In addition, Kordalewska et al. (2018) evaluated this
mutation in vivo by challenging BALB/c mice (Charles River Laboratories), a murine neutropenic
model for disseminated candidiasis, with the fks1 S639F mutant and treating them with CAS.
Correspondingly, mutant mice failed to respond to CAS and kidney burden did not decrease [45].
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Furthermore, a different substitution inC. auriswas reported by Berkow and Lockhart (2018) in the
same position, namely S639P, which was linked to resistance against CD101, a novel echinocandin
under development [176]. In line with our data and previous reports in the clinic, amino acid
substitutions in FKS1 at position 639 (HS1) are associated with echinocandin resistance. By
performing SNAP2 analysis for position S639 in FKS1, it is predicted that our mutation as well
as those found in the literature have a strong effect on the protein (Figure A12, Addendum).

Furthermore, our mutation S639Y in FKS1 in C.auris is equivalent to mutation S645Y reported in
C. albicans in FKS1 by Garcia-Effron et al. (2009). They observed 8 to >100-fold MIC increases
in isolates with substitutions at position S645. Further analyses of kinetic properties of β -(1,3)-
D-glucan synthase showed lower Vmax values in fks1 mutants compared to wt. In addition, CAS,
ANF, and MCA showed noncompetitive inhibition of the enzyme and in fks1 mutants with S645P,
S645F or S645Y mutations, a ≥100-fold increase of Ki (inhibition constant) was observed for the
three echinocandins [102], which implies a weaker binding of echinocandins. Vmax describes the
reaction rate of the enzyme when fully saturated by the substrate and is dependent on the enzyme
structure [177]. As a result, the amino acid substitution S645Y in FKS1 may alter the structure of
β -(1,3)-D-glucan synthase, as Serine (S) is a neutral amino acid, containing a reactive hydroxyl
group, while Tyrosine (Y) is partially hydrophobic and has an aromatic ring as a side chain, which
is linked to a reactive hydroxyl group [175]. Consequently, a similar mechanism might be at play
for our mutation as well, causing MCA resistance.

5.2.3 ERG3 and ERG11 mutations are linked to polyene (AMB) resistance

Five AMB-resistant strains acquired mutations: strains 47 (E164*) and 48 (G1415del1)
obtained mutations in ERG3 and strains 49 (M504I), 50 (Y158*) and 53 (E165*) acquired
mutations in ERG11. ERG3 encodes for sterol desaturase [178] and ERG11 encodes for 14α-
lanosterol demethylase [179]. Both are important enzymes in the ergosterol biosynthesis pathway
(Figure A22, Addendum) [40].

These mutations have not been covered in previous studies and potentially confer reduced
sensitivity to AMB (Table 11, page 43). LOF mutations in ERG3 and ERG11 can cause the
incorporation of alternative sterols into the fungal cell membrane [40], with lower ergosterol levels
as a result [47, 113, 115]. Consequently, the mutant strains are less susceptible to polyenes as these
selectively bind to ergosterol [53]. In our case, one-nucleotide (frameshift) deletion and three
nonsense mutations are reported. These usually have more drastic effects on the protein function
and structure. One or two-nucleotide deletions cause a frameshift andmay alter the protein function,
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while nonsense mutations introduce a premature stop codon, resulting in a truncated protein that is
usually dysfunctional. In our case, the nonsensemutations result in a premature stop codon in one of
the first 200 amino acids of ERG3 (ORF: 364 amino acids) or ERG11 (ORF: 525 amino acids) and
thus, will most likely result in a non-functional protein. In accordance with this, the susceptibility
to AMB is compared between strain 49, which has a missense mutation in ERG11, and strains 50
and 53, which have nonsense mutations in ERG11. Strains 50 and 53 have a lower susceptibility to
AMB (MIC50: >16 µg/mL) compared to strain 49 (MIC50: 8 µg/mL) (Figure 25, page 45). This
result could be explained by the truncated Erg11 as a result of the nonsense mutations, affecting
the activity of Erg11 and possibly resulting in reduced ergosterol biosynthesis. This might further
prove the more drastic effect of nonsense mutations compared to missense mutations.

Furthermore, SNAP2 predicted a functional effect of 44, with 71% accuracy, for the amino
acid substitution M504I. Generally, amino acid substitutions at this position are predicted to be
important, as any substitution seemed to have an effect at this position (Figure A13, Addendum).

5.2.4 5-FC resistance is associated with high MIC50 and linked to LOF mutations in FUR1

5-FC resistance is observed in three strains with mutations in FUR1: strain 31 with nonsense
mutationG68*, and strains 32 (G145C) and 116 (C81F)with missense mutations. FUR1 encodes
a uracil phosphoribosyl transferase (UPRT), which catalyzes the conversion of 5-fluorouracil
(5-FU), derived from 5-FC, to 5-fluorouridine monophosphate (FUMP) [180, 181]. Presumably,
FUR1mutations reduce the production of FUMP, ultimately hindering the integration of FUDP into
RNA, thus allowing protein synthesis to occur efficiently [182]. Thus, LOFmutations in FUR1will
eliminate the inhibiting effect of 5-FC on the protein synthesis, resulting in 5-FC resistance. Our
FUR1 mutants also exhibit high RR MIC50 values of 256 (Table 12, page 44).

5-FC resistance in C. auris has not been frequently screened for, identified, or studied in the clinic
yet. As we know from other species, besides FUR1, other genes linked to the metabolism and
absorption of 5-FC can induce 5-FC resistance. FCY1 encodes cytosine deaminase, which converts
5-FC into 5-FU [183] and FCY2 encodes purine-cytosine permease, which transports cytosine
[184]. Rhodes et al (2019) found missense mutation F211I in FUR1 in C. auris that was associated
with reduced susceptibility to 5-FC (MIC: ≥ 64 µg/mL) [185]. Furthermore, Jacobs et al. (2022)
recently found two mutations in FUR1, e.g. S84L and 1∆33 in strains that exhibited elevated
MICs (>512 µg/mL) against 5-FC [186]. Wild type MICs in both studies were not specified. In
conclusion, mutations in FUR1 are associated with high levels of 5-FC resistance, as observed in
both our data and in the clinic. Additionally, Jacobs et al. (2022) also found mutations S70R in
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FCY1, which was not important regarding 5-FC resistance, and M128frameshift in FCY2 which
was associated with 5-FC resistance (MIC: 256 µg/mL) [186]. However, no mutations in these
genes were present in our 5-FC resistant strains.

Hypothetically, we assume that the nonsense mutation G68* (strain 31) has a detrimental effect on
the protein, as premature transcription termination results in only 10% of FUR1 being transcribed.
Furthermore, mutations C81F (strain 116) andG145C (strain 32) are predicted to have a high impact
(effect: 81, Table 12, page 44). In C81F, Cysteine (C) has a sulfide group as side chain, allowing
it to participate in disulfide bonds, which are important for binding metals and the overall enzyme
activity. Consequently, C prefers to be substituted with a small aa with a sulfide group as well, yet
phenylalanine (F) has an aromatic ring and is bulky. The G145Cmutation, on the other hand, might
have introduced an additional disulfide bond, and thus might alter the catalytic site of the enzyme.

5.2.5 Resistant isolates with mutations in the GOI do not necessarily exhibit higher levels of
resistance than those without mutations in the GOI

FLU-, KTO- and MCA-resistant strains with mutations in the GOI that we have sequenced display
lower MIC50 values than those without mutations in the GOI, evolved in the same conditions
(Figures 24 and 26a, pages 45-46) and in other conditions in monotherapy (Figure 27, page 47).
This could be appointed to mutations in genes that we have not sequenced. Therefore, through
targeted sequencing of other important genes, we could reveal resistance mutations. In addition,
throughWGSwemight even elucidate novel resistancemechanisms that have not been considered
earlier. Furthermore, the FLU control strain shows higher resistance to FLU (MIC50: 8 µg/mL)
than some FLU-resistant strains (Figure 24a, page 45), which is most probably the result of an
experimental error or cross-contamination with resistant strains during the evolution experiment.

No difference in resistance levels is observed between 5-FC resistant strains with and without
mutations in the sequenced GOI from the same condition and the strains exhibit similar growth
trends (Figure 26b, page 46). Additionally, the degree of resistance development is independent
of the drug dose received (Figure 27, page 47). Yet, taking into consideration that MIC50 is >16
µg/mL, differences in resistance are beyond the measuring range. Lastly, AMB-resistant strains,
evolved in 4x MIC50 AMB, with (strains 50 and 53, ERG11) and without mutations in ERG11
display similar susceptibility levels to AMB (Figure 25a, page 45). However, mutant strains
evolved in 1x (strains 47 and 48, ERG3) and 2x (strain 49, ERG11) MIC50 AMB display lower
MIC50 values compared to the AMB-resistant strain without mutations in ERG3 (Figure 25b, page
45). Although strains 49, 50 and 53 have a mutation in ERG11, strain 49 has a lower MIC50 than
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the other strains. This might be due to the nature of the mutation, as previously explained in 5.2.3.
Strain 49 has a missense mutation (M504I), whereas strains 50 and 53 have nonsense mutations
(Y158* and E165* respectively), which have a more detrimental effect on Erg11. Furthermore, we
observed thatmutations inERG11 seem to confer higher levels of resistance thanmutations inERG3
(Table 11, page 43). This might be due to the activity of the genes in the ergosterol biosynthesis
pathway, as Erg11 catalyzes a reaction more upstream in the pathway than Erg3 (Figure A22,
Addendum). Therefore, LOF mutations in ERG11 might have more impact than in ERG3.

5.2.6 Experimentally evolved strains with stable MIC50 might exhibit tolerance

The lack of resistance mutations in presumably resistant strains might be attributed to reduced
susceptibility that is not defined as resistance by genetic change but rather as a result of epigenetic
alterations or transcriptomic rewiring and thus (transient) tolerance. Berman and Krysan (2020)
defined antifungal tolerance as “the ability of a drug-susceptible fungal strain to grow in the
presence of an antifungal drug at concentrations above the MIC” [187]. Tolerance, which is most
prominent in fungistatic drugs and reversible, should not be disregarded as it might result in a
subpopulation of persister cells that are able to survive antifungal drug therapy. These isolates
may exhibit phenotypic heterogeneity, resulting in different degrees of tolerance that are described
as trailing growth [187, 188]. This phenomenon refers to the variable residual growth of tolerant
strains in supra MIC concentrations [188]. Dudiuk et al. (2019) suggested the ratio MFC:MIC,
which we will call the tolerance ratio (TR), as a measure of tolerance. If TR is ≥32, the
strain is considered tolerant to the drug. Thus, through MFC99 and MIC50 measurements, these
subpopulations of tolerant cells can be distinguished. Additionally, MFC99 can be quantified from
the same in vitro assay as MIC50 (e.g. BDA), which is extremely beneficial in the clinic [187].

In line with this, from the azoles 22 POS-evolved strains and 19 KTO-evolved strains display TR
≥ 32 (not mentioned), which suggests tolerance. Consequently, these strains that were deemed
as resistant based on MIC50 might actually be (transiently) tolerant to the drugs. This might also
explain why RR MIC50 and RR AUCBDA were considerably lower in POS and KTO monotherapy
compared to FLU monotherapy. TRs of all FLU-evolved strains are <32, thus these strains might
have developed actual resistance to FLU. Additionally, the KTO-evolved strain 78 with a mutation
in TAC1b has a TR of 16, which implies that the TAC1b mutation might have conferred KTO
resistance. Furthermore, for the echinocandins, 4 MCA-evolved strains and one ANF-evolved
strain display TR≥32 (notmentioned), suggesting tolerance to these drugs. Remarkably, theMCA-
evolved strains with mutations in FKS1 (strains 151 and 152) have TRs of 2 and 4 respectively.
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Thus, the FKS1 mutations possibly conferred MCA resistance in these strains.

Although we mainly focus on CS in resistant strains, the observation of strains that might have
developed drug tolerance has made us wonder if CS is present at the level of tolerance. Berman
and Krysan (2020) suggested that tolerant subpopulations exhibit elevated thresholds in stress
responses, which is often attributed to epigenetic changes that affect their growth in the presence
of the drug [187]. Furthermore, it has been shown in C. albicans that epigenetic changes are
inheritable [187, 189]. Thus, hypothetically, epigenetic changes that induce tolerance to one drug
might exhibit trade-off mechanisms that confer increased sensitivity to another drug.

5.2.7 Experimentally evolved strains might exhibit resistance or tolerance on the basis of
random variability

The possibility exists that some of these strains are not resistant nor tolerant, but have been selected
and analyzed on the premise of an increase in RR due to random variability. In this case,
strains with only a slight (e.g. 2-fold) increase in MIC50, MFC99, or AUCBDA, which we will
call indifferent strains, have to be differentiated from those with significant alterations in their
susceptibility profile. In six CHX-evolved isolates with indifferent MIC50, 4 out of 6 strains
exhibit RR MFC99 of 1 µg/mL and two strains have MFC99 of 2 µg/mL (not mentioned). In
addition, the RR AUCBDA range of these strains includes 0.45 - 1.67 (Figure 20, page 38). As these
strains lack clear signs of possible resistance or tolerance development, the interplay between CHX
resistance/tolerance and CS to other drugs in these strains might be invalid. Thus CHX-evolved
strains will be excluded from CS and XR analyses.

5.3 Cross resistance and collateral sensitivity in C. auris

5.3.1 Azoles and echinocandins display intra- and interclass XR

Intraclass XR is prominent for the azoles and the echinocandins (Figure 28, page 48), which is
expected as modes of action are similar within the same drug class. As a result, resistance might be
conferred through similar mechanisms. Pristov and Ghannoum (2019) argued that overexpression
of drug efflux pumps contributes to XR between azoles in C. albicans, both in vitro and in
the clinic [190]. Besides, upregulation of CDR1 and CDR2 was observed in FLU-resistant C.
glabrata isolates in the clinic and treatment with itraconazole, ketoconazole and voriconazole was
discouraged as XR was observed [191, 192]. Accordingly, our FLU-resistant (strain 63) and KTO-
resistant (strains 78) strains with a mutation in TAC1b exhibit decreased susceptibility to the other
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azoles. Strain 63 displays a 2- to 4-fold higher resistance to POS and KTO, whereas in strain
78, susceptibility to POS and FLU decreased by 2- to 16-fold (not mentioned). Furthermore,
echinocandins act through the same MOA, which is the inhibition of β -(1,3)-D-glucan synthase
[46]. Therefore, XR might develop through similar resistance mechanisms for these drugs, such
as the acquisition of mutations in HS regions in FKS1, which reduces the enzyme’s susceptibility
to echinocandins [103]. This is observed in our MCA-resistant strain 151 with an FKS1 mutation
(Table 10, page 43) that exhibitsMIC50 of >16 µg/mL to both CAS andANF (notmentioned), while
wt MIC50 is 1 µg/mL for both drugs (Table 7, page 33). Previous findings in the clinic support this
observation, as in CAS-resistant C. albicans with FKS1 mutations in HS1, XR against MCA and
ANF was observed [47]. In addition, alterations in HS regions of Fks1 in C. glabrata conferred
XR against all three echinocandins [105]. Nevertheless, intraclass XR in azoles and echinocandins
is as prominently found in strains without mutations as strains with mutations.

Furthermore, XR is also exhibited in azole-evolved strains to the echinocandins and to a lesser
degree vice-versa (Figure 28, page 48). Schuetzer-Muehlbauer et al. (2003) observed this in C.
albicans, as they collected clinical azole-resistant isolates (e.g. FLU, KTO), which expressed high
levels of CDR1 and CDR2. This seemed to contribute to CAS resistance, which was confirmed
by constitutively overexpressing CDR2 in a drug-sensitive C. albicans strain, resulting in CAS
resistance [193]. Pham et al. (2014) observed XR between these drug classes as well inC. glabrata,
as 36% of the echinocandin-resistant strains (n=371) were resistant to FLU [194]. In our case, FLU-
resistant strain 63 with a mutation in TAC1b (Table 9, page 42) shows reduced susceptibility to CAS
(RR MIC50: 32) and ANF (RR MIC50: 4) (not mentioned. Conversely, the MCA-resistant strain
151 with a mutation in FKS1 (Table 10, page 43) displays RR MIC50 of 2 to FLU (not mentioned).

5.3.2 Mutations in ERG11 and ERG3 might be associated with XR to azoles in AMB-
resistant strains

Our AMB-resistant strains display reduced susceptibility to azoles (Figure 28, page 48). AMB
resistance can be caused by LOF mutations in ERG11, which encodes 14α-lanosterol demethylase,
the target of azoles. Therefore, mutations in ERG11 might confer XR between AMB and azoles
[113, 195]. This was confirmed in C. glabrata [196], C. auris [99], and in C. tropicalis, in which a
defect Erg11 resulted in the production of a toxic 3,6-diol derivative in the presence of functional
Erg3 [195]. Furthermore, mutations in ERG3 were also proven to cause XR between azoles and
AMB in the clinic [99, 115]. This is in linewith our data as theAMB-resistant strains withmutations
in ERG3 (strains 47 and 48) and ERG11 (strains 49, 50, and 53) display RRs MIC50 ranging from
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8 to 32 (Table 11, page 43). Furthermore, we observed slightly lower levels of XR in strains with
ERG3mutations than strains with ERG11mutations, except for strain 49 (Figure 28, page 48). This
might be due to the nature of the enzyme activity, encoded by these genes, and the stage at which
they act in the ergosterol biosynthesis pathway. Erg11 acts upstream in the pathway, relatively to
Erg3 (Figure A22, Addendum) and therefore, LOF mutations in ERG11 induce higher levels of
resistance, resulting in a presumably larger interplay between AMB resistance and XR to azoles.
Remarkably, strain 49 exhibits lower XR to the azoles than strains 50 and 53, even though they all
have mutations in ERG11. Yet, strains 50 and 53 have nonsense mutations, whereas strain 49 has
a missense mutation, which has a lower impact on the ERG11 gene.

5.3.3 Prominent trends of collateral sensitivity could be distinguished in C. auris.

As far as we know, CS has not been explored in pathogenic fungi. Correspondingly, knowledge on
this topic is lacking. We observed CS in CAS-resistant strains to azoles, especially POS and KTO.
Furthermore, AMB-resistant strains eminently exhibit increased susceptibility toMCA, CAS, ANF,
CPX, NIT, GEL and TRB (Figure 28, page 48). Survival dynamics based on the MFC99 values of
the CAS- and AMB-resistant strains in BDA provide further evidence for the increased sensitivity
of these strains to POS and CAS respectively. CAS-resistant strains exhibit a 2- to 16-fold increase
in susceptibility to POS (RR MFC99: 0.0625 - 0.5) and CAS exhibits a fungicidal effect on the
AMB-resistant strains, as susceptibility to CAS, based on MFC99, is shown to have increased by
>16-fold (Figure 32, page 52).

5.3.4 Collateral sensitivity might be associated to the mode of action of drugs

The combination of the different modes of action of antifungal drugs might induce CS due to their
underlying resistancemechanisms. Almost all CS trendswe observed are based onAMB resistance.
This is most likely attributed to the altered sterol homeostasis and reduced cell fitness associated
with AMB resistance.

AMB-resistant strains exhibit CS to the echinocandins, which is most likely attributed to the effect
of AMB resistance on the cell membrane. Ergosterol maintains the cell membrane integrity and
lipid rafts, which predominantly consist of ergosterol and sphingolipids, and house many important
enzymes [37, 38]. As resistance to AMB is most often associated with reduced ergosterol levels
[43, 53], these lipid rafts might become disturbed. As Fks1 is a cell membrane enzyme [197],
disruption of the lipid rafts might affect the mobilization and functioning of Fks1, possibly making
it more accessible to CAS, which might explain CS of AMB-resistant strains to CAS.
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Furthermore, AMB-resistant strains show CS to GEL. GEL inhibits the heat shock protein Hsp90,
which is a chaperone important for proper folding and stabilization of proteins [198]. As a result, by
stabilizing protein kinase C (PKC) and calcineurin, which are important signal transduction proteins
that regulate stress responses, Hsp90 could promote drug resistance as it alleviates drug-induced
membrane stress [89, 199]. Consequently, the inhibition of Hsp90 by GEL could prevent resistance
development [124, 199, 200, 201, 202]. Likewise, calcineurin and PKC are essential to alleviate
AMB resistance-induced stress [113]. Therefore, in the presence of GEL, Hsp90 is inhibited and
AMB-resistant strains might become more vulnerable to the resistance-induced stress [113].

Besides, AMB-resistant strains also exhibit CS to CPX, which has the ability to chelate polyvalent
metal cations (e.g. iron), and thus, it can inhibit iron-dependent enzymes which are important for
various cellular processes, such as catalases [203]. In AMB-resistant strains with a reduced fitness,
catalases are important enzymes as they alleviate oxidative stress, preventing cell death [52, 121,
122]. Therefore, treatment with CPX might reduce or prevent AMB resistance development.

CS was also observed in CAS-resistant strains to azoles, especially POS. Resistance to CAS is
associated with an impeded glucan biosynthesis, resulting in the instability of the fungal cell wall
[46]. Consequently, the penetration of POS into the cell might be facilitated, resulting in POS
having a higher efficacy [204]. Furthermore, as POS targets 14α-lanosterol demethylase, ergosterol
production will be impeded and the membrane environment will be altered. As Fks1 is a cell
membrane enzyme, alterations in the membrane might induce more accessibility of the protein or
make Fks1 more sensitive to inhibition by CAS [204].

Lastly, AMB-resistant strains also exhibit CS to NIT, for which the mechanism of its antifungal
activity is still poorly understood. Yet chelation-like activity had been described in the past [173,
205, 206]. Accordingly, NIT inhibits the correct functioning of metal-dependent enzymes such as
catalases, as NIT has the ability to chelate polyvalent metal cations (e.g. iron). Consequently, as
AMB-resistant strains often exhibit fitness defects such as oxidative stress [52, 53], these enzymes
presumably can no longer alleviate this stress, resulting in cell death.

5.3.5 Resistance might be accompanied by fitness trade-offs, possibly resulting in CS

Remarkably, whenever resistance to a drug develops, it may induce evolutionary fitness trade-offs
that could result in CS [137]. Imamovic et al. (2018) observed in vitro that evolving resistance to
specific antibiotics in P. aeruginosa led to a distinct phenotypic state, associated with mutations
in specific genes, that exhibit CS to other antibiotic classes. Accordingly, in C. auris, resistance
to AMB is often accompanied by fitness trade-offs [99]. Vincent et al. (2013) linked mutations
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in ERG2, ERG3, ERG6, and ERG11 in AMB-resistant C. albicans isolates to hypersensitivity
to various stresses (high temperature, oxidative stress, iron deprivation) [113]. In line with our
data, five AMB-resistant strains acquired mutations in either ERG3 or ERG11 (Table 11, page
43). Consequently, we observed evident CS trends in these AMB-resistant strains to several drugs
(CAS, CPX, GEL, NIT) (Figure 28, page 48). In conclusion, AMB resistance possibly conferred by
mutations in theERG genesmight alter the sterol composition in themembrane [53]. Consequently,
these alterations in themembrane could reduce the fitness of the resistant strains and thus leave them
more vulnerable to other antifungals.

5.3.6 Repurposed drugs show promising CS trends

Susceptibility testing of antifungal-resistant strains against repurposed drugs reveals promising CS
trends that might translate into potentially effective drug cycling schemes. Based on AUCBDA
(Figure 28, page 48), high levels of CS in AMB-resistant strains to NIT and GEL are observed
(RR AUCBDA: 0.13-0.47). Remarkably, AMB-resistant strains exhibit a high degree of CS against
CPX (RR AUCBDA: 0.29-0.33). Consequently, the combinations of AMB-NIT, AMB-GEL and
AMB-CPX were taken into consideration and drug cycling schemes were designed accordingly.

Furthermore, to pyrvinium pamoate salt hydrate (PYR), oleylphosphocholine (OPC), alexidine
dihydrochloride (ALX) and 5,7-diiodo-8-hydroxyquinoline (DHQ) an increase in susceptibility is
observed in several antifungal-resistant strains (Figure 28, page 48). Remarkably, ALX and DHQ
exhibit MIC50, wt between 0.5-1 µg/mL, while OPC and PYR have MICs50, wt of 4 µg/mL (Table
7, page 33). Therefore, they exhibit antifungal activity against C. auris and might be potential
candidate drugs to fight (resistant) C. auris. Considering that CPX [207], DHQ [208] and NIT
[209] are ion chelators, further investigation of the efficacy of these drugs could culminate a new
approach to fight C. auris. ALX and FLU are found to interact synergistically in C. albicans,
highlighting the prospective antibiofilm activity of ALX, which could be of use in the clinic [210].
Furthermore, OPC is an analog of miltefosine, which is thought to bind ergosterol in C. krusei
and induce apoptosis, exerting its antifungal activity accordingly. [211]. Additionally, synergy
was recorded between AMB and miltefosine [211, 212], which refers to the greater effect of the
combined activities of the two drugs compared to the sum of their individual activities [213, 214].

5.4 Collateral sensitivity-based drug cycling schemes
Based on the CS phenomena mentioned above, drug cycling schemes were designed accordingly.
Imamovic and Sommer (2013) suggested that CS-based drug cycling schemes might be effective to
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circumvent drug resistance development in bacteria. To prove this, they developed E. coli strains
resistant to antibiotics, selected two-drug combinations that exhibit reciprocal CS, and designed
two drug cycling schemes for each combination. Each cycling scheme is initiated by one of the
drugs, implying that resistance is developed to the first drug, and CS is exhibited towards the second
drug [128]. However, no signs of reciprocal CS are present in our data (Figure 28, page 48), thus
drug cycling in our case is based on one-directional CS. Remarkably, Aulin et al. (2021) built
a mathematical model and suggested that one-directional CS, in which cells only exhibit CS for
the second drug, was as sufficient in impeding resistance development as reciprocal CS between
two drugs [149]. In line with this, the following drug combinations were chosen, in which every
first noted drug is the first drug administered in the cycling evolution experiment: AMB-CAS,
AMB-CPX, AMB-GEL, AMB-NIT and CAS-POS.

5.4.1 Resistance development in C. auris is generally reduced in drug cycling therapy
compared to monotherapy

We selected six strains from six different populations per condition (LL, LH, HL, HH) and tested
these in BDA against their respective drugs. Resistance development based on AUCBDA and
MIC50, and susceptibility to the drug based on MFC99 are determined. As drug cycling schemes
are designed based on CS trends, we could theorize that resistance development would not occur as
prominently as in monotherapy due to the underlying mechanisms regarding CS. This theory could
be confirmed by our data (Table 13, page 55 and Figure 36, page 56).

In monotherapy based on MIC50 (Figure 36, page 56) resistance is observed in 1x and 2x MIC50
conditions of AMB (RR MIC50: 8), CAS (RR MIC50: 32), POS (RR MIC50: 2-8), and NIT ((RR
MIC50: 4-8). In drug cycling, however, no resistance is developed based on MIC50. However, as
MIC50 has a strict cut-off, we also evaluate resistance development based on AUCBDA.

Based onAUCBDA (Figure 36, page 56), some cycling evolved strains developed resistance against
one or both of their respective drugs. However, resistance ratios based on AUCBDA, in these strains
do not indicate high resistance levels and therefore, no actual resistance might have developed.
During amphotericin B and geldanamycin cycling, one strain evolved in high drug conditions of
AMB and GEL (HH) shows a RR AUCBDA of 1.04 to AMB. Furthermore, three strains, evolved in
either low-low drug concentrations or high-low drug concentrations of AMB and GEL respectively,
show a RR AUCBDA range of 1.01-1.04 to GEL (Figure 38a, page 58). Therefore, no actual
resistance to AMB nor GEL might have been acquired. In amphotericin B and nitroxoline
cycling, one strain evolved in low-high concentrations, and one strain evolved in high-low drug
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concentrations of AMB and NIT respectively, display a RR AUCBDA range of 1.01-1.09 to NIT
(Figure 39a, page 59). Similarly as in AMB-GEL cycling, resistance levels to NIT in these strains
are low and thus actual resistance to NIT might not have been developed. Lastly, in caspofungin
and posaconazole cycling, RR AUCBDA of 1.01-1.15 to CAS is observed in one strain evolved
in low-low, one strain evolved in high-low and five strains evolved in high-high concentrations of
CAS and POS respectively. However, as these strains exhibit low RRs based on AUCBDA, CAS
resistance might not have been developed at all (Figure 41a, page 60).

Furthermore,MFC99 is worth analyzing as it is an interesting parameter for susceptibility, especially
in conjunction withMIC50. Accordingly, a TR of >32might indicate the presence of drug tolerance.
However, in our data, no indications of tolerance were observed in our cycling evolved strains.

5.4.1.1 Enhanced drug susceptibility in drug cycling in C. auris might be linked to
underlying CS mechanisms and interactions between drugs

In amphotericin B and caspofungin cycling, no resistance to either drug is observed. In fact, our
data suggests that our AMB-CAS cycling strains became even more susceptible to the drugs, as
observed from AUCBDA RR (AMB: 0.25-0.85, CAS: 0.37-0.79) and MIC50 RR data (AMB: 0.5-1,
CAS: 0.03125-0.125) (Figure 37a-b, page 57). In addition, MFC99 RR values were≤1 (Figure 37c,
page 57), which further proves the increase in susceptibility (except when RR=1, which implies
indifference in susceptibility). Therefore, we can suggest that AMB and CASmight be a promising
drug pair to explore in future studies regarding CS, as we observed increased susceptibility to both
AMB and CAS in AMB-CAS cycling. Additionally, the use of this drug pair is supported in several
papers. Olsen et al. (2005) demonstrated the increase in efficacy of the sequential therapy of
AMB, followed by CAS in C. glabrata. They reported a reduction in fungal kidney burden when
given AMB first, followed by CAS in C57BL/6N females that were challenged with the fungal
pathogen [215]. Similarly, in C. parapsilosis, the combined use of AMB and CAS was associated
with lower MICs compared to both drugs in monotherapy in vitro and in vivo [216]. Recently,
Caballero et al. (2021) reported fungicidal activity in C. auris when isolates were treated with
combinations of AMB (1 µg/mL) and CAS (≥0.5 µg/mL) [44]. However in the same conditions
(lowAMBand low/highCAS concentrations), fungicidal activity is not observed in our strains. Yet,
our determination of MFC99 values is usually biased, whereas Caballero et al. (2021) performed
time-kill assays, which are more accurate in defining fungistatic and fungicidal activity [44, 217].

Furthermore, no resistance is acquired during amphotericin B and ciclopirox cycling (Figure
40, page 59). Strains confer increased sensitivity to AMB, based on AUCBDA (RR: 0.43-0.93),
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yet show indifference based on MIC50. Enhanced susceptibility to CPX is also observed, based
on AUCBDA (RR AUCBDA: 0.46-0.91) and MIC50 (RR MIC50: 0.5-1) (Figure 40a-b, page 59).
MFC99 data mostly indicates indifference as well (Figure 40c, page 59). All things considered,
AMB and CPX might be a promising drug pair to study further, regarding CS. However, as some
cycling evolved populations of AMB-CPX exceed the growth of wt populations (Figure 34b, page
54), which points to an experimental error or cross-contamination, we cannot say with certainty
that the results of the AMB-CPX cycling evolution experiment are correct. The effect of CPX on
AMB in Candida has not been studied so far. An indifferent effect of the combination of AMB and
CPX has been described in C. neoformans [203] and A. fumigatus [218]. Nevertheless, we could
still hypothesize how CS in AMB-resistant strains to CPX is developed. CPX is an iron chelator
[203] and thus, it will inhibit catalase, which is an important enzyme to alleviate oxidative stress
in AMB-resistant strains [52, 121, 122].

Remarkably, in drug cycling between caspofungin and posaconazole, higher susceptibility to
POS is developed in all four conditions (RR AUCBDA: 0.40-0.77, RR MIC50: 0.25-1, SR MFC99:
0.125-0.5). In addition, no substantial differences in susceptibility are observed between the four
conditions (Figure 41, page 60). Previous studies suggested that this combination can induce
synergy in Aspergillus spp. [219, 220, 221], C. tropicalis [220] and C. glabrata [220, 222]. This
was further demonstrated in C. albicans in vitro and in vivo by treating CAS-resistant isolates
with POS, which was effective [223]. Although we did not simultaneously combine CAS and
POS in our cycling experiments, these studies do acknowledge the effect these drugs have on each
other. Furthermore as CAS targets β -(1,3)-D-glucan synthase, impeding the glucan biosynthesis
and causing destabilization of the cell wall [46], further use of POS, which targets 14α-lanosterol
demethylase, causing the inhibition of the ergosterol production [53], will presumably damage the
“outer layers” of fungal cells, making them less viable.

Generally, during amphotericin B and geldanamycin cycling, only pronounced sensitivity
to AMB is observed (RR AUCBDA: 0.55-0.85) (Figure 38a, page 58). Mycogab, a human
recombinant antibody that inhibits Hsp90, in combination with AMB demonstrated pronounced
synergy in several Candida spp. in the clinic. In addition, Mycogab reduced MICs for AMB to
≤ 0.5 µg/mL in C. albicans and C. glabrata [224]. Yet, we alternately cycled AMB and GEL,
thus synergy is not applicable in our case. However, this mechanism might give us an idea of how
this enhanced susceptibility to AMB is established during the cycling experiment. GEL, on the
other hand, has little to no effect on the cycling evolved strains, as AUCBDA resistance ratios range
between 0.87-1.04, and RRs of MIC50 and MFC99 are 1 (Figure 38, page 58).
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Lastly, in amphotericin B and nitroxoline cycling, aside from the two NIT-resistant strains,
increased susceptibility to AMB (RR AUCBDA: 0.45-0.86) and NIT (RR AUCBDA: 0.59-0.90)
is evident (Figure 39a, page 59). Nevertheless, the effect of NIT on AMB-resistant C. auris, or
other fungal pathogens, has not been studied yet. However, the dual effect of AMB resistance,
which induces oxidative stress, and NIT, which involves ion chelation and thus inhibition of metal-
dependent enzymes, might provide a possible explanation for this CS trend.

5.4.2 Growth dynamics during drug cycling might reveal the effect of CS on resistance
development in time

The average relative growth of six cycling evolved strains per condition is plotted over time (Figures
33-35, page 53-54). Through this, we could possibly link the lack of resistance development in drug
cycling to underlying CS mechanisms between the drugs in a CS drug pair.

The absence of a prolonged increase in relative growth after a short initial decrease in relative
growth in all the drug cycling schemes involving AMB might indicate that resistance is not
developed. In AMB-CAS cycling, the relative growth decreased until day 8 andwasmostly random
afterwards (Figure 33a, page 53). Furthermore, in AMB-NIT (Figure 34a, page 54) and AMB-GEL
(Figure 33b, page 53) cycling, the relative growth decreased until day 2 and day 4 respectively,
and was stable afterwards. Lastly, relative growth in AMB-CPX cycling was mostly random
(Figure 33b, page 54). Compared to AMB-resistant strains from AMB monotherapy from the
same conditions as cycling (Figure 22, page 40), these strains exhibit an initial decrease in relative
growth until day 2, followed by an increase in growth until day 8 (2x MIC50 AMB) and day 10
(1x MIC50). Furthermore, the average relative growth of CAS-POS cycling populations (Figure 35,
page 54) and relative growth of resistant strains from CAS-monotherapy (Figure 22, page 40) was
mostly random and thus indications of resistance development are difficult to distinguish.
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6. Future perspectives
6.1 Discovery of novel resistance mechanisms: genomics and

transcriptomics
Drug-resistant strains were sequenced for genes of interest, which were selected based on
knowledge from literature. 13 out of 140 resistant strains in total exhibit a mutation in a gene
of interest, as described in Table 8 on page 42, suggesting that drug resistance in other strains
might have been acquired due to mutations in other genes or by other genomic alterations such as
aneuploidies or genomic rearrangements.

A next step could be performing targeted sequencing of genes that we have not sequenced but
either encode important proteins involved in the MOA of certain antifungals or contain resistance-
conferringmutations that previously have been found in the literature. In the clinic, a GOFmutation
(N647T) in MRR1, encoding the transcription factor Mrr1, was associated with an upregulated
expression of MDR1. This gene encodes Mdr1 which is an MFS efflux pump and therefore,
overexpression of MDR1 induces reduced susceptibility to azoles [225]. Furthermore, GOF
mutations in PDR1 in C. glabrata lead to high CDR1/CDR2 levels, and thus overexpression of
drug efflux pumps [226, 227]. Furthermore, overexpression of UPC2 and NDT80, which encode
zinc cluster transcription factors, will induce upregulation of ERG genes [228, 229], affecting
ergosterol biosynthesis. Therefore, sequencing these genes might elucidate novel resistance
mutations in C. auris and could explain the elevated MIC50 levels in our azole-resistant strains.
On the other hand, hot spot regions in FKS2 could be checked for mutations, as this gene is often
associated with echinocandin resistance, as observed inC. glabrata [230, 231, 232]. Furthermore,
other ERG genes such as ERG5 [113] and ERG2 [233] could be sequenced as mutations in
these genes resulted in AMB resistance in other Candida spp. Besides, a mutation in ADE17
was associated with 5-fluorocytosine resistance [186]. Lastly, as terbinafine targets squalene
epoxidase, encoded by ERG1, mutations in this gene were found to confer TRB resistance in
S. cerevisiae [234].

Additionally, targeted gene expression analyses could be performed through qPCR or RT-PCR
to check the expression of genes that are associated with drug resistance in C. auris. Accordingly,
expression of CDR1/CDR2, MDR1, and ERG11 can be checked as overexpression of these genes
has shown to be linked to azole resistance in C. auris [14] and other Candida spp. [235, 236,
237]. Furthermore, Shivarathri et al. (2022) described distinct expression of genes associated
with cell wall function (IFF4.1/2, PHR1, HYR3.1), adhesion (ALS1/3/4), ergosterol and lipid
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biosynthesis ERG1/2/3/5/25/27 and chromatin remodeling (HST3, GCN5, HAT2) [238] in AMB-
resistant strains compared to AMB-susceptible strains. Therefore, expression levels of these genes
could be checked, which might allow us to verify AMB resistance in AMB-evolved strains.

Resistance development could also involve genomic rearrangements or aneuploidies, which
cannot be revealed through targeted sequencing but require whole genome sequencing. Carolus
et al. (2020) discovered two aneuploidies in two experimentally evolved C. auris strains that
conferred decreased susceptibility to azoles. In the fluconazole-resistant strain, a partial duplication
of Chr1, which contains ERG11, was found to be associated with reduced susceptibility to AMB.
Furthermore, a whole duplication of Chr5, in which TAC1b is located, wasmarked in a caspofungin-
resistant strain which was exposed to fluconazole. This strain exhibited reduced susceptibility to
fluconazole as well [99]. Bing et al. (2021) observed a lower growth rate in C. auris strains with
the Chr5 aneuploidy, which might be the result of a fitness trade-off between growth and resistance.
Remarkably, in the absence of FLU drug stress, the extra copy of Chr5 was lost, enforcing the idea
of an unstable aneuploidy and plasticity in the C. auris genome [98].

6.2 Improved design of CS-based drug cycling schemes: evolutionary
modeling

Our data suggest that collateral sensitivity-based drug cycling might be a promising treatment
strategy to fight C. auris, as resistance development is presumably reduced compared to
monotherapy and drug-susceptible strains are possibly selected for in drug cycling. Therefore,
a next step could be the improvement of drug cycling schemes. For this, modeling of CS drug
cycling could be introduced to guide future research into drug cycling. Such a particular model
could navigate researchers in further validating CS schemes, possibly allowing them to predict
which cycling schemes (which drugs, doses, and cycling intervals) are most promising to explore.

Aulin et al. (2021) developed a model framework, which was based on the deterministic PK-PD
model generated by Udekwu and Weiss. The latter investigates the effect of PK-PD characteristics
of antibiotics (AB) in cycling schemes on resistance development when CS is present [239]. The
PK-PD traits of AB determine their impact on events that are concentration-dependent (growth,
killing, and inhibition of bacteria) and thus are necessary to translate in vitro findings regarding
CS to in vivo treatment strategies [149, 240, 241] They suggested the use of mathematical
modeling which could incorporate resistance mutations (to simulate the stochasticity of resistance
development) and other parameters (pathogen- and drug-specific parameters) to elucidate their
effect on resistance emergence in multi-drug two-week treatment strategies that either consider
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CS or not. They concluded that CS-based one-day cycling or simultaneous administration of
drugs was effective in suppressing resistance. Furthermore, they suggested that the order in which
drugs are administered is important for the efficacy of the cycling treatment, and that reciprocal
CS is insignificant to suppress resistance [149]. Lastly, antibiotic-specific PK (e.g absorption,
distribution, metabolism) and PD (e.g. drug activity) parameters as well as pathogen-specific
properties (e.g. fitness) are taken into consideration to study their effects on different treatment
strategies. As a result, effective dosing treatments could be explored, which might lead to reduced
resistance emergence [149].

Consequently, this model may be applicable to our research to study CS-based cycling schemes
and possibly achieve the most effective dosing strategy. In our case, PK and PD parameters
of antifungals that exhibit one-directional CS to other drugs can be calculated using the mono-
exponential PK model, developed by Aulin et al. (2021) [149], and the PD model, defined by
Regoes at al. (2004) [241]. Furthermore, resistance mutations that we have discovered and
those that are observed in the literature could be implemented in the model as well. Furthermore,
pathogen- and drug-specific parameters should be taken into account. Eventually, the Probability of
Resistance (PoR) is determined for each simulated treatment to evaluate the efficacy of the dosing
strategy [149].

6.3 Exploring the mechanisms behind CS: fitness vs drug mode of action
As we observed that treatment strategies such as drug cycling, involving drug pairs that exhibit
CS, possibly reduce resistance development, a next step could be to elucidate the underlying
mechanisms of CS to expand our knowledge on this trade-off mechanism.

As we previously mentioned, CSmight be induced by fitness trade-offs that derive from resistance
mutations. Consequently, we could perform competition experiments in which a wild type strain
is tagged with a selectable marker. We could opt for a NAT (Nourseothricin N-acetyl transferase)-
tag in a neutral locus so that the fitness of these wild type strains is not affected. These NAT-
tagged strains would confer resistance to nourseothricin (NTC), a broad spectrum antibiotic [242],
allowing them to grow on agar containing this drug. Consequently, by mixing experimentally
evolved resistant strains with these NAT-tagged wt strains in different ratios, drug concentrations,
and/or drug combinations in both in vitro experiments or in vivomodels such as a murine systemic
infection model, we could observe the evolutionary and competition dynamics of these strains. The
number of surviving NAT-wt and drug-resistant strains can be counted by growing them on NTC-
containing agar and normal YPD agar. Through this, we could estimate how well the resistant
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strains might compete against the NAT-wt strains and translate this to the fitness of the resistant
strains.

Another way to investigate if CS is attributed to fitness trade-offs from resistance mutations is
by testing the fitness of the AMB-resistant strains (CS to CAS, CPX, NIT, and GEL) and CAS-
resistant strains (CS to POS). This can be done through growth performance tests in different
stressors such as high febrile temperature (42°C), oxidative stress (H2O2), membrane stress (SDS),
cell wall stress (Calcofluor White), and osmotic stress (NaCl). Indications of reduced fitness in
these resistant strains might signify that CS is caused by fitness trade-offs induced by resistance.

Additionally, we mentioned earlier that CS might be associated to themode of action of drugs as
well. Therefore, by challenging the effects of CAS, CPX, NIT, GEL and POS, we might be able
to elucidate if the mode of action of these drugs in combination with the effect of AMB- or CAS
resistance attributes to CS observed in these resistant strains. As NIT and CPX are iron chelators,
we could test the activity of iron-dependent enzymes such as catalase in the AMB-resistant strains
in the absence and presence of NIT. Hypothetically, we assume that AMB-resistant strains in the
presence of NIT or CPX exhibit a lower activity of the iron-dependent enzymes than in the absence
of these drugs. Furthermore, GEL inhibits Hsp90, which stabilizes calcineurin that is essential for
alleviating AMB resistance-induced membrane stress. Therefore by testing AMB-resistant strains
in fitness tests with a cell membrane stressor (e.g. SDS) in the presence/absence of GEL, we
could elucidate if the ability of GEL to inhibit Hps90 attributes to CS of AMB-resistant strains
to GEL. Hypothetically, in the presence of GEL, AMB-resistant strains should have a weaker cell
membrane. ForCAS, it works through the inhibition of Fks1. As Fks1 is a cell membrane enzyme,
we could hypothesize that ergosterol is a co-factor of Fks1. Therefore, by labelling Fks1 with
a fluorophore, we could investigate the mobilization of the enzyme in AMB-resistant strains, in
which lipid rafts are disturbed, and in POS-resistant strains, in which the membrane environment is
altered, compared to wild-type C. auris. Additionally, by administering fluorescent derivatives of
CAS to these fluorescently labeled Fks1 enzymes, we might be able to visualize the protein-drug
interactions. Additionally, as CS in CAS-resistant strains to POS might also be explained by the
facilitated uptake of POS due to the unstable cell wall, we could measure the drug uptake of POS.
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7. Conclusions
Firstly, our in vitro experimental evolution study showed that resistance can be acquired to
all major antifungal drugs and drug specific trends are present. Long term exposure to
concentrations up to 8-fold MIC50 in our evolution experiments did not account for extinction
of populations in azoles, echinocandins and terbinafine, which is most likely due to the fungistatic
effect these drugs have in this concentration range. Furthermore, survival was lower in AMB
(13%), 5-FC (91,67%), NIT (63.33%), and CHX (26.67%).

Furthermore, only in 5-FC monotherapy, resistance development was significantly dose-
dependent in the doses that were tested. Accordingly, only in 4- to 8-fold MIC50, five out of six
strains in each condition achieved high levels of resistance. Overall, only a small subpopulation in
5-FC acquired resistance, which is most likely caused by the 8-fold difference between MIC50, wt
and MFC99, wt. In AMB and NIT monotherapy, 75% of the surviving strains exhibited resistance to
their respective drugs, implying that mostly all survived strains might have developed resistance.

Targeted sequencing of GOI in our resistant isolates revealed several mutations known to
confer drug resistance or that are similar to mutations described before. We found four
missense mutations in TAC1b in FLU- and KTO-resistant strains, which were located near other
GOF mutations in TAC1b found in the clinic and associated with azole resistance [91]. One
missense mutation in FKS1 in HS1 was found in two MCA-resistant strains, which corresponds
to an echinocandin resistance conferring mutation in C. albicans. Other substitutions on the same
position have been found in the clinic in C. auris as well [34, 176], which were all associated with
echinocandin resistance. Furthermore, in AMB-resistant strains, we found a nonsense mutation
and a frameshift deletion in ERG3, and two nonsense mutations and one missense mutation in
ERG11. These mutations have not been covered in the literature and might be LOF mutations that
induce AMB resistance. Lastly, we found one nonsense and two missense mutations in FUR1 that
are closely located to other LOFmutations in the clinic, which are linked 5-FC resistance [15, 186].

Nevertheless, we observed that resistant strains with mutations in the sequenced GOI do
not exhibit higher levels of resistance than those without mutations in the sequenced genes.
By performing targeted expression analyses and/or whole genome sequencing, novel resistance
mutations or resistance mechanisms can be elucidated. In addition, in isolates that do not have
mutations in the sequenced GOI, for which the tolerance ratio (TR) is ≥32, tolerance to the drug
might be exhibited. This was observed in some POS-, KTO-, MCA- and ANF-evolved strains.

Major XR and CS trends were observed in C. auris. We observed intra- and interclass XR in
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azoles and echinocandins. Azoles and echinocandins exhibit XR reciprocally and AMB-resistant
strains showed XR to azoles as well. Furthermore, CSwas apparent in CAS-resistant strains to POS
and KTO, but not to FLU. In addition, AMB-resistant strains showed prominent CS to CAS, CPX,
NIT, and GEL. These CS trends might be the result of resistance mutations that are associated
with fitness-trade offs that induce CS, or the modes of action of the drugs in a CS drug pair.
Accordingly, CS in our AMB-resistant strains could be appointed to the mutations found in ERG3
and ERG11. On the other hand, as no mutations were found in CAS-resistant strains, CS to POS
might be attributed to the facilitated penetration of POS into the cell due to the unstable cell wall
induced by CAS-resistance. Furthermore, CS in AMB-resistant strains might be appointed to the
mechanisms of CAS, CPX, GEL and NIT as well. CS between AMB and GEL might be associated
with Hsp90 and its ability to alleviate AMB resistance-induced stress [113]. Antifungal activity of
NIT [205] and CPX [203] are still poorly understood, but were thought to include an iron chelation-
like activity, inhibiting the activity of iron-dependent enzymes such as catalase that can reduce
AMB resistance-induced oxidative stress. CS inAMB-resistance strains to CASmight be attributed
to the disrupted lipid rafts and the cell membrane enzyme Fks1. All things considered, CS might
work through both fitness trade-off mechanisms and the mode of action of drugs.

CS-based drug cycling significantly reduces resistance development in the tested schemes.
Resistance ratios (RR) based on MIC50 did not show resistance development in any of the cycling
schemes, while RR based on AUCBDA in some strains in AMB-GEL, AMB-NIT and CAS-POS
cycling were higher than 1. Yet, these ratios did not indicate high levels of resistance, thus actual
resistance was most likely not developed. In each cycling scheme, we observed an enhanced
susceptibility of the cycling evolved strains to either one or both drugs, e.g. AMB-CAS and AMB-
CPX to both drugs, AMB-NIT and AMB-GEL to AMB, and CAS-POS to POS. This might be
attributed to CS and/or interactions between the drugs.

As far as we know, this is the first study regarding CS in fungal pathogens. We chose to study
CS and CS-based alternative treatment strategies in C. auris because of its rapid emergence and
multi-drug resistance. Although we observed efficient prevention of resistance emergence in our
drug cycling schemes, a multitude of experiments can be performed to further prove the presence
and robustness of CS and the efficiency of alternative treatment strategies both in C. auris and
in other species. Some of the most promising future perspectives include the use of modeling to
design CS-based treatment strategies, the validation of CS-based sequential treatment in in
vivo models and other genetic backgrounds and the use of transcriptomics and genomics to
investigate the mechanisms that cause CS.
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Addendum

A. Risk assessment
C. auris is a fungal pathogen of biosafety level 2 (BSL2), as indicated by the CDC. This implies that C.
auris mainly infects immunocompromised patients and that the pathogen is not airborne. Consequently,
precautions have to be taken when handling C. auris. Working with this fungal pathogen requires
experiments to be performed in a BSL2 lab, under a BSL2 flow hood and wearing the proper lab attire
(gloves, lab coat) at all times. The lab coat is only worn in this room to prevent cross-contamination.
Furthermore, gloves are always worn and frequently disinfected with 70% ethanol. After the experimental
work, hands are washed with 1% chlorhexidine soap, the working surface of the flow hood and the
personal bench are cleaned with Dettol and the UV-light in the flow hood is left on overnight for further
sterilization.

Furthermore, PCI used for DNA extraction, should explicitly be used under a fume hood. Besides,
SYBR™ Safe used to visualize DNA in agarose gels, is only used in a designated room with pippettes,
tips and a waste bin solely for the purpose of gel electophoresis.

In the light of the COVID-19 pandemic, a mouth mask was worn in the laboratory.
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B. Additional figures
B.1 Mechanisms of action of the selection antifungal and repurposed drugs

Table A1: Mode of action of selected antifungals and repurposed drugs.

Compound Mode of action
5-FC Inhibition of protein and DNA synthesis [64]
ALX Targets PTPMT1 (mitochondrial tyrosine phosphatase) in mammals, resulting in mitochondrial apoptosis

[210]
ANF Inhibition of 1,3-β-D-glucan synthase [46]
AMB Binding of ergosterol in the cell membrane of fungi, causing pore formation and ion leakage [53]
CAS Inhibition of 1,3-β-D-glucan synthase[46]
CPX iron chelator, inhibiting metal-dependent enzymes which play a role in the degradation of peroxides [207]
CHX Binding of phosphate groups on cell surfaces causes impeded cell integrity and leakage of intracellular

material. Drug molecules can then enter the cell and induce precipitation of cytoplasmic material [243]
DHQ ion chelator of heavy metals [208]
EBS Acts as a glutathione peroxidase, allowing it to protect cells against damage by ROS [244]
FLU inhibits conversion to ergosterol by binding to cytochrome P-450 [40]
GEL Blocks ATPase activity of Hsp90 by binding to the chaperone [245]
KTO inhibits conversion to ergosterol by binding to cytochrome P-450 [40]
MCA Inhibition of 1,3-β-D-glucan synthase[46]
NKZ inhibits chitin synthase [246]
NIT chelator of divalent cations, which are essential for the RNA polymerase in bacteria [209]
OPC inhibits biosynthesis of phospholipids, causing apoptosis [247]
POS inhibits conversion to ergosterol by binding to cytochrome P-450[40]
PAM inhibition of Wnt signaling as antiparasitic[248] or inhibition of mitochondrial respiration complex 1,

combined with suppression of UPR as an anticancer drug [249]
SLC inhibition of thromboxane B2 (TxB2), involved in vasoconstriction and platelet aggregation [250, 251]
TRB inhibition of squalene epoxidase in fungi [252]
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B.2 PCR specifications of genes of interest

Table A2: PCR conditions and amplicon lengths of genes for which PCR reactions were conducted.

Gene Tm Amplicon length Primer name
PCR

ERG3 59°C 1381 bp CauERG3_PCR/Seq1_F
CauERG3_PCR/Seq2_R

ERG6 60°C 1392 bp CauERG6_1F
CauERG6_4R

ERG11 64°C 1847 bp CauERG11_PCR/Seq1_F
CauERG11_PCR/Seq2_R

FKS1 HS1-3 59°C 956 bp CauFKS_B1120_Seq2.2.F
CauFKS1_ASPCR_F

617 bp CauFKS_B1120_Seq2.2.F
CauFKS1_B11220_Seq2_R

FKS1 HS2 64°C 519 bp CauFKS1_B8441_HS2_F
CauFKS1_B8441_HS2_RF

FUR1 63°C 770 bp CauFUR1_F primer
CauFUR1_R primer

FCY1 60°C 1732 bp FCY1_US_F
FCY1_DS_R

FCY2
(B9J08_002435)

60°C 2760 FCY2_2435_US_F

FCY2_2435_DS_R
FCY2

(B9J08_002402)
60°C 2820 FCY2_2402_US_F

FCY2_2402_DS_R
NCP1 60°C 3261 bp NCP1_US_F

NCP1_DS_R
TAC1b 67°C 2854 bp CauTAC1b_B11220_Seq4_F

CauTAC1b_B11220_PCR/Seq1_R
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B.3 ETEST® amphotericin B

Figure A1: Result ETEST® to determine AMB MICwt. A YPD agar plate is depicted which contains an ETEST® strip
for a range of amphotericin B concentrations from 0.002 to 32 µg/mL. Based on the halo, the strains exhibited an MIC of 0.25
μg/mL.

Figure A2: Results ETEST® to determine MIC of AMB evolved strains. YPD agar plates are depicted which contain an
ETEST® strip for a range of amphotericin B concentrations from 0.002 to 32 µg/mL. Based on the halo, all strains exhibit an
MIC of 32µg/mL.
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B.4 MIC50 and MFC99 resistance ratios of resistant strains

Figure A3: Distribution of mean RRs of drugs per drug condition of only resistant strains (RR > 1), based on MIC50.
Bar plots indicate the mean RRs MIC50 for each drug and drug condition (1x, 2x, 4x, and 8x MIC50, except for MCA which
was 4x, 8x, 16x, 32x MIC50). Data points indicate the individual RR MIC50 in each condition, error bars depict standard
deviations. A significant difference between drug conditions is indicated by an *.

Figure A4: Distribution of mean RR per drug condition of only resistant strains (RR > 1), based on AUCBDA. Bar
plots indicate the mean RRs AUC for each drug and drug condition (1x, 2x, 4x, and 8x MIC50, except for MCA which was
4x, 8x, 16x, 32x MIC50). Data points indicate the individual RR AUC in each condition, error bars depict standard deviations.
A significant difference between drug conditions is indicated by an *.
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B.5 Summary of ratio of strains with and without mutations in the sequenced
GOI

Figure A5: Sequenced resistant strains for their genes of interest, for which bar plots depict the total number of strains.
In red, the number of strains that have acquired mutations is given, as well as the number of strains that have no mutations
in grey. The following genes were sequenced: a) ERG3 for ANF, CAS, MCA and AMB, b) ERG6 for AMB, c)
ERG11 FLU, POS, KTO and AMB, d) FCY1 for 5-FC, e and f) FCY2 for 5-FC, g) FKS1 for ANF, CAS and MCA,
h) FUR1 for 5-FC, i) NCP1 for AMB and j) FLU, POS and KTO for TAC1b.
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B.6 Collateral sensitivity ranges based on MIC50 and AUCBDA

Table A3: Collateral sensitivity ranges between resistant strains and antifungal/repurposed drugs based on RR
values of MIC50 and AUCBDA, excluding intraclass XR.

Resistant strain to which CS exhibited RR MIC50 RR AUCBDA

AMB ANF 0.25 0,20-0,26
CAS 0.25-0.5 0,066-0,10
MCA 0,125-0,5 0,077-0,11
NIT 1 0,19-0,63
GEL 1 0,133-0,93
CPX 0,5-0,75 0,29-0,99

CAS POS 0,002 0,09-0,125
KTO 0,002-0,004 0,11-0,25

TRB POS 0,75-1 0,45-0,6
FLU 0,25-0,5 0,45-0,6

NIT POS 0,25-0,375 0,17-1,29
FLU 0,375-0,5 0,80-0,85
KTO 0,5 0,051-0,58
CAS 0,25-0,5 0,36-0,52
ANF 0,25-0,75 0,05-0,92
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B.7 SNAP2 analyses

Figure A6: SNAP2 predicted functional effects heatmaps. (From left to right) TAC1b, ERG3, ERG11 and FUR1 SNAP2
heatmaps were presented, in which blue indicates neutral effect and red stands for effect. FKS1 is not depicted due to its size
( Boxes indicate the regions in which mutations were found.
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Figure A7: Heatmap of a region in the TAC1b sequence, in which the functional effects of aa substitutions were
predicted. Indicated in yellow, the effect of an aa substitution at position 228 was displayed. In this case, Phenylalanine (F)
was substituted for Isoleucine (I). The prediction effect and score, and expected accuracy are given in the table.

Figure A8: Heatmap of a region in the TAC1b sequence, in which the functional effects of aa substitutions were
predicted. Indicated in yellow, the effect of an aa substitution at position 492 was displayed. In this case, Valine (V) was
substituted for Glycine (G). The prediction effect and score, and expected accuracy are given in the table.
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Figure A9: Heatmap of a region in the TAC1b sequence, in which the functional effects of aa substitutions were
predicted. Indicated in yellow, the effect of an aa substitution at position 514 was displayed. In this case, Serine (S) was
substituted for Asparagine (N). The prediction effect and score, and expected accuracy are given in the table

Figure A10: Heatmap of a region in the TAC1b sequence, in which the functional effects of aa substitutions were
predicted. Indicated in yellow, the effect of an aa substitution at position 540 was displayed. In this case, Serine (S) was
substituted for Asparagine (N). The prediction effect and score, and expected accuracy are given in the table.
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Figure A11: Heatmap of a region in the TAC1b sequence, in which the functional effect of the A640V mutation
described by Rybak et al. (2020) is predicted. The position of the amino acid substitution indicated in yellow. In this
case, Alanine (A) was substituted for Valine (V). The prediction effect and score, and expected accuracy are given in the table.

Figure A12: Heatmap of a region in the FKS1 sequence, in which the functional effects of aa substitutions were
predicted. Indicated in yellow, the effect of an aa substitution at position 639 was displayed. In our data, Serine (S) was
substituted for Tyrosine (Y) (S639Y) while in the literature, the mutation S639F was found. The prediction effect and score,
and expected accuracy are given in the table.
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Figure A13: Heatmap of a region in ERG11 was given, in which functional effects of aa substitutions were predicted.
A non-synonymous mutation was found at aa position 504, indicated in yellow. Methionine (M) was substituted for Isoleucine
(I), The prediction effect and score, and expected accuracy are given in the table.

Figure A14: Heatmap of a region in FUR1 was given, in which functional effects of aa substitutions were predicted.
A non-synonymous mutation was found at aa position 81, indicated in yellow. Cytosine (C) was substituted for Phenylalanine
(F). The prediction effect and score, and expected accuracy are given in the table.
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Figure A15: Heatmap of a region in FUR1 was given, in which functional effects of aa substitutions were predicted.
A non-synonymous mutation was found at aa position 145, indicated in yellow. Glycine (G) was substituted for Cysteine (C).
The prediction effect and score, and expected accuracy are given in the table.

B.8 Growth dynamics of resistant cycling evolved strains

Figure A16: Relative growth of resistant populations of AMB-GEL cycling, based on AUCBDA. Growth, relative to the
mean value of 4 wt controls, is tracked for populations in which a) AMB-resistant strain in high concentrations (HH) of AMB
and GEL b) GEL-resistant strains are found in either 1) low concentrations (LL) of AMB and GEL (1 µg/mL) or 2) high and
low concentrations (HL) of AMB (2 µg/mL) and GEL respectively.
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Figure A17: Relative growth of resistant populations of a) AMB-NIT and b) CAS-POS cycling, based on AUCBDA.
Growth, relative to the mean value of 4 wt controls, is tracked for populations in which a) NIT-resistant stains in low
concentration of AMB (2 µg/mL) and high concentration of NIT (1 µg/mL), or b) CAS-resistant strains are found in either
1) low concentrations (LL) of CAS (0.5 µg/mL) and POS (0.25 µg/mL) or 2) high and low concentrations (HL) of CAS (1
µg/mL) and POS (0.25 µg/mL)respectively or 3) high concentrations (HH) of CAS (1 µg/mL) and POS (0.5 µg/mL).

B.9 Drug cycling survival spot assays

Figure A18: YPD spot assays of the cycling evolution experiments. Cycling evolution 96-well microtiter plates were
spotted on YPD plates on day 16 of the experiment and incubated for 48 hours. The following plates represent the following
drug combinations: a) AMB-CAS, b) AMB-CPX, c) CAS-POS, d) AMB-GEL, e) AMB-NIT.
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B.10 Average relative growth during cycling evolution experiments.

Figure A19: Average relative growth of wild type strains in the a) AMB-CAS and b) AMB-GEL cycling evolution
experiment. The average relative percentage of growth based on 15 evolving populations per condition, relatively to the
controls without drug, is measured at OD600 in function of time. The following colors represent relative growth in LL (blue),
LH (red), HL (green) and HH (purple), for which L is [low] and H is [high]. Background colors indicate at which point in time
the drugs are switched. Error bars indicate the variation of data points in each condition.

Figure A20: Average relative growth of wild type strains in the a) AMB-NIT and b) AMB-CPX cycling evolution
experiment. The average relative percentage of growth based on 15 evolving populations per condition, relatively to the
controls without drug, is measured at OD600 in function of time. The following colors represent relative growth in LL (blue),
LH (red), HL (green) and HH (purple), for which L is [low] and H is [high]. Background colors indicate at which point in time
the drugs are switched. Error bars indicate the variation of data points in each condition.
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Figure A21: Average relative growth of wild type strains in the CAS-POS cycling evolution experiment. The average
relative percentage of growth based on 15 evolving populations per condition, relatively to the controls without drug, is
measured at OD600 in function of time. The following colors represent relative growth in LL (blue), LH (red), HL (green) and
HH (purple), for which L is [low] and H is [high]. Background colors indicate at which point in time the drugs are switched.
Error bars indicate the variation of data points in each condition.

B.11 Ergosterol biosynthesis pathway

Figure A22: Ergosterol biosynthesis pathway with the genes ERG3 and ERG11 depicted in red.
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